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HYMAN TUMEB

The Middle East [risis
Among the Jewish people in the -United 

States, events in the

Middle East have 
"rorir"d 

a pitch of emotion such as has seldom

been witnessed before. This reiction stems from a deeply-felt concern

over the fate of Israel, from a powerful desire to defend its existence

as a Jewish state. Such feelings 
-are 

wholly natura1 and understandable,

and we Communists fully a"ssociate ourselves with thern. Gus Hall,

!"r"r"t secretary of the'Communist Party, expresses it eloquently

in these words:

The existence of the state of Israel is of importance not o4r 1o,
the oeoole livine within its borders. It has a deep meaning for the

""Url-.i",1j 
bu"1 above all for the Jewish people throughout the

world.
Its existence is related to a history of generations of sp-ecial.op

oression. It is related to a world-wide struggle against anti-Semitism.

TIr" thr"rt of Israel's extermination is linked to thc extermination

of six million jews by the fascists of Germany'
Therefore orr" "* well understand the concern, the deep anxiety

of the Tewish communities throughout the world. The continued

;;;;d;;aA" State of Israel mrist be the concern of all peoples'

(TheWorker, June 11, 1967.)

But the crisis in the Middle East has also given rise to a terrifying

flood of intense nationalism and anti-Arab cliauvinism, fed especially

by the military victories of the Israeli armed forces. concern for the

welfare o{ th; }ewish people in Israel obliterates every other consi-

deration. That welfare-is viewed as attainable only in opposition to

and at the expense of the Arabs. And "defense of Israel" is equated

with defens" if th" reactionary policies of its rulers. With such senti-

ments we most certainly cannot associate ourselves'

As Communists, we must iudge events not ernotionally but in the

light of sober reality. we mustludge them not from the standpoint

of a nationalism which pits Jew 
-against Arab, but from that of

working-class internationalism-hom an understanding- that 

'ne 

cannot

fight f; the security and freedom of one's own people without ffght-

irig for the security and freedom of all peopl"t-, "l+ that one must

pr"oceed from the clmmunity of interests of the Jewish and Arab peo'

ptes in the ffght against their common foe: imperialism and,its su1-

iorters. And"wheri events in the Middle East are examined in this

iight, it becomes only too clear that t}e decisive factor in the picture

I
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is_the aggressive policy pursued by the Israeli ruling class-a policy
which betrays the interests of the Israeli people.

Oil Imperialisrn

The basic conflict in the Middle East is not betweear Jews and Arabs
but between U.S. and British imperialism on one side and the peoples
of the Middle East, both Jewish and Arab, on the other. Tlhe iisue
is oil.

The fabulous oil resources of this region and the equally fabulous
proffts to be obtained from their extraction, have exercised an irre-
sistible attraction on the giant oil monopolies, not least on those of
the United States. A New York Times editorial (May 81, 1g67) puts
it very bluntly. Southeast Asia, says the Times, is only of peripheral
interest to the United States. But not so the Middle East:

. . . The region is now of paramount strategic importance to this
country. . . .

The Persian Gulf area produces 27 per cent of the world's petro-
leum and has proved global reserves oi 60 p"r cent. Ameri""r'ffrrrs
have a gross investment in the region of more than $2.5 billion.
There 

-is- nothing comparable in American interests that can bo
said of the Southeast Asian peninsula.

_Nearly the whole of this immense bonanza is in the hands oif eight
oil companies: Standard Oil (New Jersey), Standard Oil (California),
Texas, Gulf, Socony, Royal Dutch Shell, British Petrolzum, and
Compagnie Frangais des Pdtroles. Five of the eight are U.S. com-
panies; indeed, U.S. ffrms control rnore than 60 per cent of lvliddle
East oil, while British ffrms control another 30 per cent.

These are the lushest oil-hunting grounds in the world. Costs o{
prodrction are far lower than in any other area, in part because
the oil-bearing strata lie close to the surface, but in part also because
wage scales are among the lowest in the world.

In addition, the monopoly of production by a handful of giant
companies makes it possible for them to sell Middle East oil on the
world market at the same price as U.S. oil. Consequently the rate
of profft on the former is astronomical. In the mid-fifties, it was
reported, the average profft on a 92.00 barrel of oil ranged between
$1.75 and $1.90 (Bushrod Howard, Jr., "Goodbye to a Dollar a
Barrel," Neut Republic, August 4, 1g5B). And more recently, accord-
ing-to the Wall Strest lournal (March 14, 1960), the lg65 pre-tax
proffts of Aramco (which controls the total output of Saudi Arabia)
amounted to 85 per cent on sales, as against an average of less than
10 per cent for all U.S. manufacturing colporations. Clearly, there
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is no other investment anywhere which offers u.s. monopolv capital
such phenomenal returns as does Middle East oil.

^Il 
fo-t -p-*fuit of these proffts, as well as the strategic importance

of the Middle East as a world crossroads, that has strap-ea u.s. policy
there and h_as given rise to unceasing machinations deiigned to secure
a1d. e1na1d- the 

-empire 
of the U.S. oil monopolies aI the expense

of their rivals and of the Arab people.
In 1953 the Mossadegh government in Iran, which had nationalized

the nation's oil industry, was overthrown with the aid of the cIA.
As a consequ-ence, the previously existing Anglo-Iranian oil com-
pa-n/- yas replaced by a consortium in which a 40 per cent interest
is.held by u_.st companies. In 1g55 the Baghdad pacfwas engineered,
with ffve official members-Britain, pakistan, Turkey, Iraq ird Iran,
and one unoficial member-the united states. In lg5g, 

-when 
Iraq

withdrew, it was renamed the central Treaty organization (cENTo).
The united states directly participates on two of cENTo's chief
committees: those dealing with military planning and control of
subversive actiyities (which means national liberation movements).

In 1956 there took place the ill-starred invasion of Egypt by
Britain, France and Israel; of this we shall have more to sly-htei.
In 1958, when an anti-imperialist regime took power in lraq, the
united states responded by sending troops to neighboring Lebanon,
on the pretext that the Lebanese governrnent had askeJ for them
as a protection against the threat of Iraqi attack. A storm of protest
against this_ thinly-veiled plot to overthrow the new Iraqi g:*o"-
ment forced tfreir removal. And more recently, with the-esfablish-
ment of a progressive_ government in Syria, U.S. plans began to
take shape to bring about its o'erthrow-plans whlich led io the
present crisis.

The targets of these ope-rations are all who oppose the imperialist
robbery and exploitation of their countries, and 6sieciallv thetesent
regimes in the united Arab Republic and syriaj which hav"' taken
a non-capitalist path of development and have nation alized most of
their industry. The allies of imperialism are the reactionarv feudal
elements, such as the Husseins and Faisals who now rule ]ordanand Saudi Arabia (though this alliance has been shaken by tho
present crisis). This is the decisive conflict, in relation to which
all other conflicts and all policies of governments or political parties
must be judged.

The Role of Israel

In this pieture the ruling circles of Israel have come forward,
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almost from the very beginning, on the side of imperialisl' Both

the Ben Gurion and Erhiol ,"!i*"r have proclaimed Israel's alle-

giance to the west and have made their country an adjunct to u.s.

iolicv in the Middle East.
'-Irr'u"li foreign policy has its roots in the Zionist concept of a purely

Jewish state, 
-coistit"ii"g the homelald :f yll latt2 everywhere in

ihe world, a concept based on the thesis that anti-Semitism is in-

eradicable and thai the only solution is the complete separation of

1uw a"d non-Jew. Consequlntl/, Israel has developed-as a-clerical

kate in which the Jewisfi re1gion occupies a favo_red position. It
has developed as a state in which any ]9w anywhere,may claim

"itir"n.hip,'but 
in which Arabs born in Iirael are relegated'to seoond'

class stattrs and subiected to various limitations. It is a state which

energetically "r"orrrg"t Jewish immigration but p-rohibitt. th"--'"t*"
of .&abs *no n"d o"r *rr" driven fiom Israel during the War of

Independence in 1948. It is conceived of not as a country in which

Jew'and fuab live together in equaliv and friendship but as ono

Lased on displacement of Arabs to make room for ]ew-s'

In this ,"1i"*u of things it is the Arabs who ge the enemies and

the U.S. and Britain wh"o are the friends and protectors of Israel.

The result has been to tie Israel's future completely to these 'pro'

toctors.,, Her economy is dominateit by u.s. and British monopoly

capital (it is this which lies at the bottom of her economic difficulties

to&ay). in her foreign policy, Israel is similarly tied to the imperialist

po*L*. Thus, in ihe^Uniled Nations, on, questions afiecting tho

interests of African and Asian countries, the Israeli vote has virtually

always been on the imperialist side. A particularly notorious case in

poini was Israel's voti in Decernber 1959 
-against 

an Afro-Asian

iesolution recognizing Algeria's right to independence. 
^ 
In A-frica,

Israel has playe"dr the iote of an ally of neo-colonialism, as for ex_ample

in the provlsion of military training to Tshombe's troops i-n-the Congo.

Also iilustrative of Israel's imperialist ties is her establishment of

close relations with the revan6hist, Nazi-ridden Bonn regime. Ancl

as we shall see, the dependence on imperialism is equally evident

in Israel's policies toward the Arab countries'

Orre muit, of course, take into consideration the implacable hos-

tility toward Israel which exists on th9 -na{ 
of 

-Arab.leaders' 
At

its iery birth, the State of Israe1 had to defend itself against an Arab

invasion (egged on and in part leil by the British). Since then the

Arab states"iave rvithout eiception refused to recognize or maintain

commercial relations with Israel. The suez canal has been closed to

her. And more, the Arab leaders have repeatedly called for Israel's

I
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destruction as an "artlffcial ereation of imperialism"'--c"rtrirrty 
such demands must be unequivocally condemned' Far

from being a creation of imperialit*, t1-'{ State of Israel was estab-

lished thro'ugh the action of the United Nations, with the initiative

and the actiie suppot of the Soviet Union and in the face of oppo-

sition from Britain and the united states. Its legitimacy is beyond

q"u.U*. It is sheer foolishness, moreover, to think that the problems

o1 the Arab countries can be resolved by wiping it ofi the map'

a;"i;;; appeal only plays into the hands of imperialism.' which

thrives on itlch divisioi, at il aggravates the war danger' The same

must be said of the carrying o" of raids and counter-raids, from

whichever side these emanate.

But if one wishes to do more than condemn, if one wishes to

"tr"t 
g" things, it is also necessary to recognize that the most formid'

able obstacle to overcomlng Arab hostility is the foreign policy 
-of

the Israeli government, a 
-policy based on resort to force as the

only means for securing Israel's existence'

fhis policy came to"fruition in the sinai invasion of 1956. In tho

oficia1 i""orrrrtr, this action is described as one necessitated by -T-
cessant raids from the Gaza strip, which had become intolerable

and undertaken on Israel's own iniliative. However, the recent revela-

tions of Anthony Nutting, Minister of state for Foreign Afiairs under

Eden in tgEO, who resigired in protest against the policy of invading

Eeypt, tell a difierent story. Th" it''"iion, says Nutting, was the

o,ii"i*" of a well-planned conspiracy, of which Israel was a poj.
i; 

";r.y 
out this pILt, Ed", deliberately deceived the British P_eoP_le

[r"a, Jf course, 
^the Israeli government deliberately deceived the

iri."ii people). Says the New-statesman ("Sex Lies and State Lies,"

May 12, 1967):

Since 1956 the evidence of collusion has accumulated to the point

*t 
"ru 

it has become irrefutable. The signiffc_ance of Mr. Nuttin$s

revelations is that they provide detailed conffrmation of our worst

susoicions-in some ,e'sp^ects going beyond them-from a man who

*ui ,t tfr" center of ev-ents. it is-a shocking tale-one of the worst

episodes in our modern history.

The invasion, despite its military successes, backffred. But the Policy
remain unchanged.

Roots of the Crisis

The current crisis, as we have indicated, has its roots in a u.s.-

hatched plot to overthrow the prese-nt government of syria. Among

the signs'of this were the massing of ]ordanian trooPs on the Syrian
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border and an abortive military coup in September 1966. Among
them, too, were the growing signs of Israel's involvement in plans to
invade Syria.

In the spring of 1966 the United States sold to Israel a number of
Skyhawk attack bombers. This sale, following on the sale of a Soup
of Starffghter iets to Jordan, represented a new departure in U.S.
policy. It was the ftrst time that such offensive weapons had been
sold directly to Israel. Official circles in Israel rejoiced. But evidence
soon began to appear that this was no act of magnanimity. The
New Tork Times Jerusalem correspondent, James Feron, reported on

June 11, 1966 on some conversations with Israeli officials. The follow-
ing excerpt is highly instructive:

This is the way a Foreign Office official put it: The United States
has come to the conclusion that it can no longer respond to every
incident around the world, that it must rely on a local power-
the deterrent of a friendly power-as a ftrst line to stave ofi
America's direct involvement.

In the Israeli view, Defense Secretary Robert S. McNamara
outlined this approach last month just a few days before the
Skyhawk deal was announced. In a major address in Montreal,
one that attracted considerable attention in high quarters here,
Mr. McNamara reviewed American commitments around the
world and said:

"It is the policy of the United States to encourage and achieve
a more efiective partnership with those nations who can, and
should, share international peacekeeping responsibilities."

Israel feels that she ffts this deffnition and the impression that
has been conveyed by some Government officials is that Foreign
Minister Abba Eban and Mr. lvlcNamara conferred over Skyhawk
details in the context of this concept when the Israeli diplomat
was in Washington last February.

The quid pto quo in the Skyhawk sale is clear. It became even
clearer in the Israeli reactions to a number of border raids from Syria
and ]ordan in the ensuing months. The Israeli army was placed in
a state of alert and troops were concentrated on the Syrian border.
O" I"ly 14, 1966 a large-scale air raid was carried out on Syrian
water installations, assertedly in retaliation for a series of border
provocations but far out of proportion to anything which might be
justifted by them.

At the same time, talk in official circles increasingly hinted at
the'need for a "new Sinai." Thus, the NeutYorkTimes (October 2S,

1966) reported in connection with Security Council discussions on
Israel-Syria relations :
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Arab sources and some Westerners have been worried by re-
marks of Israel's Ambassador, Michael S. Comay, who told the
Council Monday that it would be "unwise and unwarranted to
draw any analoly'' between this situation and the events that led
up to the Israeli campaign in the Sinai Peninsula in 1956, but that
the campaign did nevertheless end the terrorist raids by the
"fedayed" 6ased in Egypu

A:rd in an interview with the Jerusalem Post (October 28, 1966),
Abba Eban stated that the Sinai campaign had yielded "beneffcial
results."

On October 16, 1966 Prime Minister Eshkol announced. in the
Knesset that the government would take military action against Syria
in the name of "self-defense." A month later there took place the
large-scale attack on the village of Es Samu in Jordan which led. to
the censure of Israel by the UN Security Council by a vote of 140.
Of this unwarranted attack even U.S. Arnbassador Arthur J. Goldberg
was impelled to state that "deplorable as these preceding incidents
were . . . this deliberate governmental decision must be judged as

the conscious act of responsible leaders of a member state and there-
fore on an entirely difierent level from the earlier inoidents. ."
(New York Times, November 20, 1966. )

Esbkol sought to justify the attack on the grounds that the Syn *
were sending saboteurs through Jordan. On April 7, L967 there took
place another major air attack on Syria, with threats of even larger
ones to come. And talk about the need for a full-scale attack on
Syria continued, together with preparations. In an Independence
Day interview, the leuish Clvonicle of May 19, 1967 reports, Eshkol
stated that the only deten'ent available to Israel against Syria is a
powerful lightning military strike-powerful enough to produce a

change of heart or even of government in Damascus an,d quick enough
to prevent any other countries from rallying to Syria's support.

If there was collusion of Israel with Britain and France in the
1956 invasion of Egypt, the evidence clearly points to collusion with
the United States for an attack on Syria at this time, again in the name
of putting a stop to border raids. If the attack did not come off
as planned, it was because of the actions of the United Arab Republic
and the unrexpected unity of the Arab states, in the face of the threat
to Syria.

The UAR Actions

The crisis came to a head in mid-May when the United Arab
Republic asked for the withdrarval of the United Nations Emergency
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Israel's economy. The fact is that less than 10 per cent of Israel's
foreign eommerce passes through the port of Eilat, and this could
be rerouted to other ports. True, the expense would'be greater, but
the closing of Eilat could hardly be said to be fatal.

Thus, while the blockade might well be a matter for protest and
adjudication, it offered no valid reason for the U.S. proposal to
"test" it by running an arrnada tlu'ough the Strait of Tiran. And
above all, it offered no ex,cusa wlmteaer for the launching of uar
by Israel soon after.

Thirdly, it is claimed that the actions of the UAR, together with
the mobilization of troops by other Arab states, constituted prepara-
tions for launching the long-threatened war of extermination against
Israel. This claim, too, is disputed by the facts. The UAR stated at
the outset that its actions were taken not for the purpose of attacking
Israel but for the purpose of defending Syria, with whom she has
a pact of mutual assistance, in the event of an Israeli attack. This
statement was repeated on more than one occasion, and. no visible
evidence has been ofiered to the contrary. Even Nasser's widely
publicized threat to destroy Israel was predicated on the proposition
"if Israel starts war." The New York Times (May 27,1967) reports
it in these words:

President Garnal Abdel Nasser said tonight that any Israeli
military action against the United Arab Repiblic or Spia would
lead to all-out war.

If war starts, he said, "our main objective will be the destruc-
tion of Israel."
Furthermore, one is impelled to ask: If it was true, as Israel claims,

that Egypt's armed forces stood poised for invasion, which was fore-
stalled only by the Israeli preemptive action, how is the almost com-
plete destruction of the Egyptian air force in the very ftrst hours of
battle to be explained?

The evidence points clearly to the conclusion that the Israeli gov-
ernment, once the U.S. test of the blockade failed to materialize,
determined to attack, ostensibly to lift the blockade. The Neus York
Times (]une 11, 1967) states:

Then, convinced they trad-o{l themselves to count on if they
wanted to avert a process of slow strangulation, they decided t'o
strike out in force at the ffrst provocation. The provocation-one
more light glgtting If tt t Syrians and ]ordaniaris-was not long
in coming. What followed amazed the *orld.

Time, in its issue of June 2.5, LW7, describes in some detail the
secret cabinet meeting on ]une 4 at which the decision to launch

Force from its territory adjacent to the armistice line and began

to mass its own troops tlere,'and when it foltrowed ,hlt !y blockadi.:$

the Gulf of Aqaba io Israeli shipping. Israel promptly-b.egan to caII

op ,"r"*ur, dinounced the bloiliadJ "t " violation of international

law and an act of war designed to destroy Israel economically, and,

threatened military action to- break it if it were not quicHy lifted.

In relation to these events it is necessary to clear up a number

of foints of confusion which the Americ,an press has assiduously

culffvated. The ffrst of these is the charge that U Thant helped Pleci
pitate the crisis by hastily lqreeing to removal of the UNEF from

igypU* soil. Thant himself 
-6as aiswered this most efiectively. He

;;i"it out that the UN forces were there and had been there for

t"r, yu*, solely by permission of the UAR, which 
-w-as -quite 

free to

wit(draw &is'permission, and he adds that Israel had consistently

refused to alloi such forces on her territory. "Moreover," he states,
..for all of these ten years Israel's troops regularly patrolled.along;

side the line and now Lnd again created provocations by violating it."
(New York Times, June 21, 1967.) Finally, the UN.troogs were not

armed for combat and two of the countries supplying them, Yugo'

slavia and India, fearful for their safety, had asked for their return.

secondly, the contention of Israel and the united states that the

Gulf of eqaU" has been clearly established as an international water'

way open io innocent passag€ ty ships-of all nations does not conform

with the facts. It is baied orily on a rinilateral declaration to that efieot

Uy jofr" Foster Dulles in 1d56. The question has never been deter-

mined in international law. On this piit t R"g"t Fisher, Professor of

Law at Harvard university, writes in a letter to the N?1UD York Ti/tttas

(]une 11, 1967):

United States Press reports about tlre-Gu{ .9f .Aqaba situatior

."";;;rly o""-iia"a. Tfre United Arab^Republic had a good legal

case f"oruuitti"ting through the Strait of Tiran'--Firri, 
it is debaiable wf,ether international law confers any right

of innocent passage through such a walenvSy'- Pjipite an Israeli

reouest. the InteriaUo""l ir* Commission in tg56 found no nrle

wlich would govern the Strait of Tiran' ' ' '

There ,r", "of course, good arguments on the Israeli side too,

and an internaUonai 
"o"?t 

*igti well conclude that a right of

innocent Passage through the Strait of Tiran does exist'

Even if it did so conclude, however, the question would remain as

to whether shipment of strategic goods to be used against Syria falls

under the heading of "innocent passage"'

Nor is it true Ihat the blockade constituted a death-blow against
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war was made. The meeting discussed "pre-emptiye w1'- and the

new defense minister Moshe"Dayan insist-ed it be launched without

auf"y. He car:ied the meeting by 3 "o-t?. 
of 16-2' Detailed plans wero

madl which were put into efiect the following day'
- d"; having atiacked, Israel continued the war, despite the UN

ceaseffre resolution, untii her major military objectives were gained'

and: capped the performance with an invasion of Syria on the pretext

that the latter had violated the truce'

Such was the road to war. It is clear that this was not' as we are

constantly told, a defensive war on the part of Israel against an enemy

seeking her extermination, but a delibeiate act of aggression' More' it

was the culmination of ihe policy of relying on aggressive military

action as the means of maiing Israel's e*ister"" secure-a policy

*fri"t, increasingly gained the 
"ascendal"y 

1" Israeli,ruling circles'

The ffnal step in' ih"- pro""r, was 
-the -admission 

into the government

;il; il irys b"foi" the attack, of Moshe D-ayan- and the ultra-

niirr,ir, Me.rache* Begin. Both were associated with Ben Gurion',s

nr? irr,y which went"down to devastating_defeat in the,1965 elec-

iiorrr. At'issue in these elections was the defense,of parliamentary

formsanddemocraticinstitutionsagainstthetrendtowardmilitary
dictatorship represented by Ben- G-urion' Today his leading adherents

ur" Ur"t fi th; government. Alt that is lacking is. hi1.,orvn Pnesence'
-T'he dominantigot" in Israel today is-Dayan' the "hero of 

-Sio'i"'
,r, ootrpok"o advJcate of militarism and reliance on force of arms'

ii-rr- lrir'p"U"y which has triumphed. The tragedy of it all is that for

the Israeii people it is a suicidal policy'

A Hollow Victorg

It is already clear that the military victory,- swift and spectacular

,r-i, *"r, has solved none of the basic problem-s- f1"Tq Israel' On

th" 
"ortrrry, 

it has aggravated them' In his Nauo York Times column

of June 8, l-967, Tom Wicker wrote:

Israel has resorted to violence and won its victory. Among her

fti""Jt ""d 
particularly thgse w].ro;e ties to her are of blood and

ihe spirit, th^"." "u, 
oirly be relief and exultation' Yet' victory i1

;;;;5;;#y ,"itt"-""[; and perhaps only as the battle ends rvill

it 
" ""ot*itv 

irf *h*t has happened become clear' ' ' '-'"N;;;Ii'**trty triumpfi'over the Arab states- brilg an end

to-ifruir profounJ'hostilitf toward Israel, or to-the deepseated

Arab bitferness that festers on the conviction that the Western

;ti;"; imposed the Jewish state on them unfairly and with

;;1il; airi"g*a for iheir rights and feelings. Indeed, if any-
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thing, could further have inflamed Arab hatred on the question ofIsrael, the humiliating new defeat *iff frru" ao";i.** =-""

U.S. News and, World Report (June 1g, tg67) notes:

L-3iHs:i,'h""Tfi?LiTg#*'#*'ffi il:;i::.lx1hl,g:tor revenge, is greater tl:an ever.
Israel remaini a resouce-poor rand of 2.2 mirion peopre in asea of 100 million hostile .r"i!hborr.

The cold facts are that Israer must continue to exist in the middreof an Arab wod and that it cannot do so bv for"" oi rr*r. S,r"ta policy can lead onry to a series of wars in which the overwherming
numerical s rperiority of the Arabs must in the end. assert iir"ir, t""a-i"g 

_t9 Israel's extinction. Grry through reoonciriation with its Arabneighbors can her survivar bs arsurei. In the words of I. F. stone:"No, quickie military victories should blind it to the inescapable_rn rne rong run it cannot defeat the Arabs. It must ioin ihem.,.(IJ. Stone's Weekly, June 12, 1967.)
The need for a reversal of the present Israeli foreign policy istherefore more crucial ,H 

"r"r, ,id 
"rp"Jffy *i,f, 

-r^5g"#a 
afr"

f"b...:fugf problem. -This problem liei at the ,"ry t?"ri of theIsraeli-Arab hostility, and it is in the name of justice for'the pJ"sdnian

;!bs that the demands for destruction of ihu strt 
"i-rr*"i ur*

Deen made.
The uN resolution which established the state of Israer also estab-Iished an Arab state in parestine. But this state never materiarizecr..

#:,:r*i:"fl_i:'lsj:1 lo i.^Xu'_'"iyrJ by other countriu, a*irg tuuvvar or-rndependence_in 1949. Jordan took the territory on the westbank of 
-the Jordan River, 

-EgIB, took the C; ;;ip,"lrra"lro"l
increased its area by one-third by taking much of trr! N"g"r, ir,-cluding the port of Eilat. / -------t

- At the same time, in the course of the war some 900,000 Arabsliving in what is now.Israel_the 
_great majority of the Arab popula-tion-either fled in panic or *"r" diu", out, to t"";-.;fG-"dtu.,rrrrg

in wretched settlements across the border. Today ,o*; z00,066lt an"*live in Jordan (out of a total population of i million i" , ."rrt yconsisting mostly of desert), anotf,er g00,000 in the c"* iarii 
""asmaller numbers in Sy,ria and Lebanon.

- The question of what is to become o{ these refugees is the most
lurning source of Israel-Arab friction. The Israeri communists havelong advocated a policy of.either compensating them for the propertytaken from them or permitting them io resettr'e h i;;;.'Th"" israeri
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government, however, has adamantly refused to assume any re-

fffiilffi't* .r,"*, *trtti"! u'at tt'"y "'" 
the responsibility of the

Arab counties.
This attitude stems from the racist concept of a purely Jewish state

to which we have ,lr"'""dy ;;+:',1'hey^cannotiet,rn to their old

lands," said Prime f'li"i'i"' Eshkol in a recent television broadeast'

"After all, they *'" i"*ut "fi '*oog 
their own-people of the same

raee and religion." ;;t";t"ucent"this is of the language of sup'

;;;;a ;"fr"g"'"a housing i1 thil .countrvl
It is this attitude t*-'a ei'Us which *o"t bu abandoned if there

tr;; ;"-;;y rrrp" oiiti"g-in peace in an tuab world' This is now

coming to be recogJz"a"Uy 
'a growing number of people in this

country. In a letter t"i f' Slone' 
"th" at'ihot Paul Goodmalr says:

. . . it has been grossly immoral for Israel to have neglected for

twentv vears the ;ilfi'";1'u-Etpt"""a Arabs and not to have

taken'ali initiativei fir a settlement with its Arab neighbors, how-

ever painful *d"i;;ptd-rebuffs' In some respectJ' the Israel

attitude toward tf'""ei"i"t it"J b";T -*iserably 
re'^miniscent of the

American treat*# ;ith; r'ai""t' (l' F' Stoie's Weekly' June )-9'

196',/.)

This comparison is more- pe1t1n?"t th"l ever today'- Ironically' most

of the refugees (*l ;'ili all the 
territory originally designated as

that of the Palestin" L"U''t"te) ar9 now in Israeli'hands' and the

ouestion of their f"t" l; now thrust directlv on Israel' \{oreover' the

]fi;;';;i; ;;;; "*p'od"d 
bv a'wholesale fight of Arabs

ffif;JoJ;iJ u the Joidan t9 the east bank'

Therc is much pio" iJft'"Uout tlre need to "do something for tho

refugees." But what ihi' *t""' in practice is indicated' first of all by

the severe discriminatil rJ**, .Aiabs in Israel itself. It is indicatecl

firrther by th" "f'*'"i"t 
3f the warfare conducted by Israel' The

#i;;Jd ;; ;i;"i* r,u, atready been established. Neto York

;;:y'#";ffi;6;;,r", r'r"r,, rlported from the Sinai desert

(]une 18, 1967): lff'"-f"'"ti Air Foice used napalm freely' The

evidence on the gto""a shorved that it dropped-napalm cannisters

on or iust in f'""t ;J Egyptian tanks. so that the sticky' burning

napalm wouliloU o""i tlJ* in lilaves' incinerating the crews inside"'

Aceorcling to Agen"ce irao""-Pre"u (]une 17' 1967)' doctors in the

Meadi Hospital ";; 
C;" said thai 75 per cent of the military

easualty ""r", 
*"tJl"p"l- victims' 50 rrer 

^cent of whom would die'

ffi; i.J#; #il#ffi ;;;;;-dilerepa19l r1 clsuartv ngures'

Thus, Israel rorro#""JiZg-*itiarry deaths,-whiie ]ordan announced

15,000 andr the e"ab iot't has beer estimated at 50-75'000'
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All this betrays an attitude tsward the Arabs not unlike that of
U.S. imperialism toward the Vietnamese people. What is meant by
'doing something" for the Arabs is indicated by the following
comment in the New Repu,blic (June %4, 1967): "There was talk in
Israel last week of turning the conquered land west of the Jordan
into some kind of vast Arab reservation, under Israeli rule. But tho
Israelis cannot in the 20th century treat Arabs as Americans treated
the Sioux in the 19th."

The point is, however, that the Israeli ruling class not only can
but very hkely will if it has its way. The result for the Israeli people
would in the end be disastrous. The need for a reversal of such policies
is inescapable.

lsrael and the United States

No less important than a reversal o,f policy with reference to the
fuab refugees is the need to put an end to dependence on imperial-
ism, and particularly on U.S. imperialism. Continued reliance on it to
protect Israel's existence can well lead to disaster.

U.S. imperialism is not pro-Israel and anti-Arab. On the contrary,
as Hans J. Morgenthau points out: "The officials responsible for our
Middle Eastern policy have consistently followed a pro-Arab orien-
tation, qualiffed by consideration of the Jewish vote in this country.
They have considered Israel a nuisance. which made it impossible
for the U.S. to pursue a straightforward policy among the Arabs."
("The U.S. and the Mideast," NerD Leader, June 19, 1967.) It is the
Arab states, not Israel, which have the oil, which are dominant in
the area and which can influence other Moslem countries. Hence the
fact that the United States has sold more than ten times as much
military equipment to ]ordan and Saudi Arabia as it has to Israel.
And hence the fact that the CIA, as revealed by The Nation (May g,

1966), has funneled money into such a pro-Arab, anti-Israel organiza-
tion as the American Friends of the Middle East.

The Tnrman Administration, as is well lorown, showed no great
enthusiasm for the State of Israel at its birth. The oil companies in
the Middle East actively fought its creation. Robert Engler in The
Politics of Oil (Macmillan, New York, 1961) describes the cooperation
o{ the oil companies with the Arab states in their boycctting and black-
listing of Israel, and the collusion of the State Department in the ex-

clusion of Jews practiced by countries like Saudi Arabia. 'Where
Aramco accedes to Saudi Arabian demands that no ]ewish personnel
work in or deal with the country," he writes, "the American Govern-
ment refuses passports and even screens its armed forces and Foreign
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Service to make sure Saudi Arabia's sovereign 'idiosyncrasies,' to use

Secretary of State Dulles's term, are respected." (P.257.)
In the present crisis the position of the Johnson Administration has

been an ambivalent one. It has expressed support of Israel and at
the same time has declared itself "neutral." When the ffghting broke
out the Administration hoped for and later was pleased by Israel's
lightning victory, which was decidedly to its advantage and at the
same time relieved it of having to make painful decisions about in-
tervening on Israel's side. Today the Administration supports the
Israeli government's expressed intention to hold on to at least some
of the conquered territory and speaks of a "durable" peace, having
in mind a strengthened Israel which can more efiectively function
as a U.S. policeman in the Middle East. But at the same time, faced
with the breaking of diplomatic relations and the halting of oil sales

to the U.S. and Britain by some Arab states, it must seek to mend its
fences in that direction, if need be by limiting its backing of Israel.

From all this the nature of U.S. policy in the Middle East is clear.
U.S. imperialism is prepared to use Israel for its own ends, but il
is also prepared to sacriffce Israel if it deems it necessary.

Tha Sorsiet Union and the Middle East

One of the products of the Middle East crisis has been a disturbing
upsurge of anti-Sovietism. Among Right-wing elements the Soviet
Union is labeled the aggressor, with the UAR and other Arab states
acting as its pawns. One of the most vicious expressions of this view
is the ]une I statement of AFL-CIO President George Meany, which
concludes with these words:

In the present critical situation, Israel is the ffrst target of Soviet

-aggression 
by proxy (Nasser). Clearly Israe1 is not the only or

last target of this aggression. The freedom and security of'our
cgultry, of the entire free world, are the real and final target
of the Communist aggressors.

But such expressions or€ nrot confined to people like Meany. They
have become widespread in Jewish circles, including some which had
previously taken a more friendly approach to the Soviet Union. For
example, an editorial appearing in the Chicago Jewish periodical
The Sentinel on june 1, 1967 says the following:

By some crazy logic, the victim becomes the aggressor; the
agglessor- becomes the a-ggriryed; _and digniffed statesmen go
through the act of pretending that this is alf for real. Meanu'hii-e,
the Soviet Union, claiming to represent the oppressed peoples of
the earth, takes upon itself the dishonored mantl-e of Adolph Hitler
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as- it encourages the exploiters of the Arab masses to ffnish thejob he startedl

of this \Me can only say that even such veteran anti-sovieteers as
Senator Dodd or Senator Eastland could do no better.

In view of these developments it is essential to make clear the
true role of the soviet union in the Middle East, particularly with
relation to Israel. This role has been consistently-oi" of nghting to
uphold the rights of all nations in the Middle East, for thJ mainte-
nance 

-of 
peace and settlement of all difierences by peaceful means,

As for Israel, the soviet attitude has recentry f,een restated by
fremi_e1 {ollein in his 

_speech before the UN ieneral Assembly on
June 19, 1967, We can do no better t-han to quote him:

. . . The Soviet U"lo," is.:rot against lsrael_-it-is against the aggres-
sive policy pursued by the rul'ing circles of that State.In the course of i[s 5O-year [istory, the soviet unionr has re-
garded -all peoples, large'or small, *ith ,"rp""t. gve; peoolu
enjoys^the right to establish an independent iational state'of^its
o$'Tr. lhis constitutes one of the fundamental principles of thepolicy of the Soviet Union.

It is on this basis that we formulated our attitude to Israel as
a state, when we voted in tg47 for the uN decision, to t 

"rie 
t*o

independenlr.!?t5r, a JervisJr_and an Arab_on", in ih" t"r.ittry ofthe tormer British qo-lory of palestine. Guided Ly this fundamjntal
policy the soviet union was rater to estabrisir afr"*ru" ,"r"-tions with Israel.

.-Vtilu,Jpholding the rights of peop_les to self_determination, the
::yi"t. Union just as resolutely con-demns the attempts by any
State to conduct ap 

.aggressive policy- towards other tountii"r, u
poJicy of seizure of foreign lands arid sublugation ,f-th" p*ii;Iiving there.

To be sure, the soviet union has condernned the Israeri govern-
y""J.as the a-ggressor ,: ""ry strong language, and many"honest
Jewish people have deepry resented tlis sin'ce tiey find it irirpossibre
to accept the idea that Jews, themserves membeis of u peoire p""-
secuted for centuries, could be-guilty of a. policy of oppi"rion and
cruelty toward other peoples. But we befi6ve irr"t tt^ facts speak
otherwise in this situation, and that in its condemnation the so,iet
Union performed a service, n,ot a disservice, to the cause of peace.

Nor have the endeavors of the soviet union on this si"" qe"n
one-sided. There is ample evidence to show that it has worked. to
restrain threats to the peace from the Arab side, and this has been
recognized in Jewish circles.

At the annual Poliey conference of the American Israel public
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Afiairs Committee in Washington this year' a panel of experts dis-

;;r;; the Soviet role in the tiliddle East. tstaet Horizons (February

ig67l reports their conclusions as follows: "These men were in full

accord that Russia d-id not want a war and would do everything

oossible to prevent one, and would step in very quickly t9 stop-it

I"# i"*rfi;. M;ow is evidently m-aking this clear to the Arabs

themselves, a-nd especially to Syria' ' ' 
"'These words ,r" "l*o'rt 

p'opheUc' The Soviet Union did in fact

d;;A,ht"g possible to uiei war in the Middle East in the only

wav it could be averted-by exposing and combatting- the aggressivo

;il;r";f 
-.r.," 

lrr""r rding "ii"l", 
a's well asly-seeking to prevail

I" afr" et"U countries to eiercise restraint' And when lvar broke out

nevertheless, a war which served the interests of neither the Arab nor

Tewish peoples but only those of imperialism' the Soviet Union did

fii';-;ild;;;g it'to the quickJst possible end' supporting the

cease-ftre resolution for that Purpose'

What Kincl of Negotiations?

Atthismomenttheffghtingisoverbutthepainfultaskofachieving
a settlement still lies ui"ra] The Israeli government has- announced

that it will negotiate only directly with the"Arab states, and that it will

ir"fa ,fr" 
"orrqi,"r"d 

territory 
""d "" it as a club to compel agreement

,o ir, aut nr. ht i, 
"pprou"h 

will solve nothing, since it is clear that

ifr"-L"U states williiever agree to such a basis for negotiations.

Fruidul negotiations are fiossible only on the basis of withdrawal

to the previo,is armistice lini and accepting mediation. The argument

thut ttii, would only restore the conditions which led to the crisis

is unfounded. Aside'from the fact that "right of conquest" cannot be

""""pt"a 
as the basis of relations between itater, there are already in-

dicaions that the U.A.R. may be prepared to agree to 
-concessions 

if

these conditions are fulffIled. i{egotiations cannot succeed if they are to

be between victor and vanquisf,ed; they bust be based on the need

;i i;t and Arabs to live t6gether in Peace' And they can be'
-- 

6f frrrrd"*errtal importanJe to the Juture of both Jew and Arab

is the elimination of imperialist exploitation from the Midd1e East.

A truly prosPerous Isra6l is potsibl" o:ly- " qart 9f - 
a united' in-

a"f""a"i ,{iab world, free 6 enioy_ the beneffts of its natural re-

,o,ir"", and to develop a modern industrial economy-'

For us in the uniteh states the task is to expose the role of u.s.

imoerialism in the Middle East and to show the folly o{ bryiug to

gJ;"i"" the future of a ]ewish state in Israel through dependence

upon it.

DOROIHY HEAI-EY

Hnw to Build A New Left.

I think we should approach this discussion in the light of a phrase

by Staughton Lynd. 'iirir ir a time, he says, for "compassionate soli-

darity.,,"I wouli add the word "political." The object of this evening's

discussion is not to dissect the issues of our temPelamentally or in'
eradicably different outlooks; nor is it to pluck the raw nerves of the

past; nor sever political sinews so that nothing is feft but dry.bones.

it i, to try to put together a muscular, living an^d, if you will, com-

passionate political so-lidarity. We place solidarity in action ahead of

ioctrinal c|rrectness or moral righteousness and, certainly, over any

desire to score points in debatee's gamesmanship. The times are too

important and too anxious.
frone of us, unfortunately, can claim with empirical evidence, that

we have found the key to the creation of a mass Left in the United

states. It would be well, therefore, to avoid one of the sins of the

past and present: that one has the monopoly 
-on 

either truth or in-

iegrity. Tiis does not mean a slurring ovei of difierences-that would

"i tltp the search for alternatives. They are too_ significant to be

dismiss;d with sugared words. Is it possible to work for compassion-

ate politcal solidaiity and yet sharply debate the differences among

its dornponents. I don't lx1ow Perhaps we will all ffnd out tonight.

For iirstance, one fundamental issue is whether there is a revolu-

tionary Left, committed to a socialist objective and therefore to the

struggle for political power as the instrument for such a transforma-

tioni"or, a ribel l,efi that harasses, annoys, needles the Establish-

ment, but despite the most radical posture is esserrtially reformist,

because it shuns political power in the belief that all power comrpts.

In the belief thit all porver corrupts, it can do little more than

produce slight modiffcaiions in the existing s-ocial structure. Power

ian corruptl The iob is to increase the controls which mitigate that

danger, ,rit to foresake the struggle because of future dangers'

Tf,ese two approaches can find unity on immediate issues, of course.

But, without a clear understanding of the difierences, even a momen-

tary unity has rough sledding.

* This talk was presented on December 2, 7966, at Los Angele.s Trade
feof,nfuf College, fefore an audience of 700, in a panel discussion in which
Robert scheer of' Ramparts and Dr, Eugene Genovese of Rutgers partici-
pated.

tt
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Secondly, I think we may have difierences on what we term inter-
nationalism. Without detailing the serious mistakes we Communists
have made in our approach, the concept is, I think, a decisive one

for building a meaningful Left. There have always been those who
will defend socialism everywhere except where the people are strug-
gling to build it, a Left that can boast "Look Ma, I got no connec-

tioni with anybody outside the good ol' U.S.A." In a period when
American chauvinism is at its height, when our government is the
global policeman against the peoples' liberation movements, can one

build a nationally-insulated Left? Doesn't this attitude, in its own

way, base itself on the mystique of the American mission as moral
leader of the world?

The current issue of Dissent, for instance, has two articles designed
to demonstrate that the leaders of North Vietnam and the National
Liberation Front are scoundrels, equating them with the evils of Sai-

gon and, therefore, U.S. imperialism. Or another example, I do not
think you can build a Left that panders to vulgar preiudice by equat-
ing Hungary with Vietnam, if for no other reason than that Hungary
1966 and Guatemala 1966 provide evidence of the vast difference.
This does not mean adopting an uncritical approach. It does mean

that we should include that world in our compassionate political
solidarity.

I do not think we differ on the pressing issues. First, we must put
an end to this monstrous war in Vietnam, for our sake, for the sake

of the people of Vietnam, and before it erupts into a nuelear war
against the whole of Asia in the name of a quite barbarous white
man's "crusade against Communism." Most immediately, this means

to press with all our combined muscle for an end to the bombing.
Second, we must create new paths and dimensions in the struggle
for equality, which is now at a crossroads. Third, we must search

for every near and long-term Program to ftght poverty. Fourth,
in view of the technological means available, we must ffght to close

the intolerable gap between the full and empty bellies of the world.
These aims cannot be ignored. As the percipient Walter Lippmann
pointed out in connection with the sidetracking of Negro aspirations:

"The Indochinese War has destroyed the material foundations of all
the hopes that preceded it." But to say that these aims cannot be
severed does not mean that they form an inextricable web which can-

not be separated for political attack.
One must ffght for the here-ness and now-ness of every issue qn

every possible front, wherever the enemy raises its attacks. The ram-

parts we call you to are not the barricades of some ultimate revolu-
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tion that will be thrown up on Spring Street, or the camPus, in some

remote 1984-or to prevent some l-984. They are in every rundown
cafeteria and every dilapidated home; in the lack of a hospital, li-
brary or school cafeteria in Watts; in every welfare case in East Los
Angeles and every iobless man, woman and youngster in the state.
They are found in every student peace meeting repressed in Berkeley
and in every protest against police brutality in Watts, in East Los
Angeles and on Sunset Boulevard; in every picket line for higher
wages-yes, especially in the assessors' tax rolls and the total huge
tax bite, in the market prices of our food-and consequently, in every
precinct in 1967 and 1968.

We know that politics can be dull and tedious. We know in our
bones that you cannot win on issues without the difficult, grueling
and, alas, often boring day-to-dav work of organizing. Politics is

not a hit-and-run affair, no splash rhetorical iab and auog ue go*
although some of this may be necessary. It means working with, and

staying in communities and in peoples' organizations, year in and year
out, building around issues. It means developing radicals who stay

that way, regardless of blunders, defeats or "combat fatigue."
And if we express impatience and sometimes rancor, it is because

we hear a clock ticking. At our backs we hear not the poet:s "time's

winged-chariot," but something more ominous-the marching feet, the
mobilizing dollars, the Wagnerian trumpets of an emergent neo-

Nazism. And, quite frankly, we do not believe a Left can be built
if it ignores the danger, or if it believes that it makes no difierence
which form of capitalist rule is dominant.

Each generation thinks that the problems it faces are unique, and
that the answers it seels are peculiar to it. In one resPect, there is
some truth to this. But it is, I think, necessary to remember that
science progresses proportionately to the mass of knowledge inherited
from the preceding generations. Modern culture would be pallid
without Shakespeare, Dante or Beethoven. Modern science is un-
thinkable without Newton, Darwin and Einstein. Now, sorrowfully,
none of us can lay claim to the genius of these men nor to that of a
Marx or a Lenin. But we can lay claim to the lessons learned from the
past, in order that we might work more efiectively in the present and,

thereby, shape the future. We can, in short, use history to clarify
the probabilities of various alternatives.

In their attempt to eliminate history, the Madison Avenue image-
makers have gone to great pains to present today's problems as chal-
lenges between the old Left and the new. It is ridiculous to fall for
that deliberate ploy. It is nonsense to applaud everything that is
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.,new,' without any regard to its content-whether in sociology, art,

philosophy or politicr. It is common sense to see if something- is

iedly i"*, and therefore important to grasp and utilize-or, if what

purports to be "new" is only the oId repeating itself in a new guise'

bld id"rt don't die; it is only their proponents who Pass away'

In the 1966 elections, for instanc6, if was a young representative of

the Left, Paul Potter from SDS, who grasped the essence of a Reagan

candidacy when he said: "A political candidacy of Ronald-Reagan,

because 6f its ideological flav6r, develops popular support for-tight-
ening up the mechan"isms of social contiol." This is vastly diflerent

froi Ramparts magazine, which saw Reagan only as a scarecrow put

up by Edmund G. Brown to frighten the voters.
^Without a view of history, the participants in today's struggles can

become frustrated, demoraiized and cynical-and become tomorrow's

drop-outs from all struggles. I learned an important lesson from my

yorrittrt activities: thaiwhich apPears immovable today can be trans-

iormed tomorrow. The workinf "trs 
and the Iabor movement of the

twenties seemed even more unriroved by militant and radical appeals

than they do today. But the same class stormed the citadels of trusti-

ffed capital in the face of concentrated police, National Guard and

vigilanie terror, to organize the unorganized just 
-a 

few years later'
"Rosa 

Luxemburg, in a letter written from prison, says it better

than I in the following:

There is nothing more subiect to rapid changg than hu-man psy-

cholosv. The psvcfie of the misses emb-races a whole world, a world
of aLi'ost limitless possibilitiesr breathless calm and raging storm;

base treachery and irrpteme heroism. - The masses always represent
what historicll condifions make of them at a given moment, and

the masses are always profoundly capable of_b-eing very difierent
to what may appeai at any giveir moment. - It's .a Poor navigator
rvho steers hir 'iip bV thri sluperffcial weather signs around him,
and fails to use tfre means science has given him to foresee ap-

proaching storms. "Disappointment" in the masses is always a com-
'nromisinE sisn for politi6ai leaders. A real leader, a leader of real
inoment,"wiil -ak6 his tactics dependent not on the temp-orary

spirit of the masses, but on the ineiorable laws of historical devel-
olpment. He will sieer his,_course by these laws in deffance of all
disappointments and he will rely on'history to bring about gradual
maturing of his actions.

Relying on history does not mean that obiective laws reduce men

to robotsl Man is ihe product of social conditions which are ueateil
by him, and he can change them and himself in the Process of strug-
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gle. But it does mean a lnowledge of those laws-a study of society-
a sense of history which will nudge us to remember that one never
knows how near one is to the next step forward. That next step comes

faster as one realizes that commitment in politics must mean a com-
mitment to living people as they are-warts, TV sets and all. In other
words, a signiffcant Left cannot be built, in my judgment, by those
who are so pure in heart that they disdain the present framework
within which much of the future Left is still contained.

On the other hand, the Left cannot be built if, in working within
existing organizations, movements and institutions, it accommodates
itself to things-as-they-are and fails to advance-step by step*a greater
radical consciousness. The capacity of capitalism to absorb rebels,
to coopt them-or intimidate thern-has to be understood if it is to be
resisted. "In short," says the Draft Frogram of the Communist Party,
"everywhere and constantly we urge that the popular movements place
their reliance on their orvn independent strength, vigilance and mo-
bilization. We work for a coalition of popular movements on the ele-
mentary ground that unity multiplies their strength and should also
encourage their independence." When, for instance, black power
is united with working-class power, there is no power which can
withstand that strength.

One can understand why young people, generalizing only from their
immediate experiences, conclude that the working class is not decisive
to ensure social change. But some of the older spokesmen for "New
Politics," such as those who wrote the Declaration of Principles sub-
mitted to the Conference on Power and Politics, should have acquired
a better sense of our society and recognized that one cannot dismiss
the working class if that future community of "compassionate po-
litieal solidarity" is to be created.

I would not oversimplify the problem. Certainly, 25 years of rela-
tive prosperity for a large section of the working class, has produced
the contrast of a new movernent of social protest developing at a time
when, the political consciousness of the organized sector of the class
is dulled and political initiative is sluggish. Nevertheless, I would
emphasize, that in a modern industrial country no substantial change
can be made which does not include those who have the power to
affect the economy decisively-and therefore the society that rests
upon it.

In a sense, I am saying what both Stokely Carmichael and Reverend
Martin Luther King urge: go into your own white communities and
your labor movement and overcome the narrow prejudices there.
They add to black militants: the job must also be done in that com-
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munity. I would add: recognize the ever-present ten-sions and con-

flict of working class life, and the creative potential of that class,

black and white, when it is aroused and conscious.

To understand our society is to grapple with its central contradic-

tion, that between socialized production and private appropriation'

In economics this is demonstiated by the fact that manufacturing
proffts iumped by 81 per cent since 1961 while wages 

-rose- 
only by

^ZO p", '"erri arrd 
'labor^ costs per unit, of production declined, thanks

to iechanization, automation and cybernation. We now have obso-

lete humans, including youngsters who have never had a iob and

whose chances for gelting one is decreasing-with the Negro and

Mexican-American biaring the main burden. When, t-herefore, the

steel, rubber and auto workers' unions in their contract negotiations

ffght against the Administration's 3.2 productivity limit on wage in-

ol"r"i the Left should not stay aloo}, but recognize in words and

deeds ihat this ffght for full employment and the shorter work week

is part of the overall ffght for jobs.

fuh"t t'* getting at, of course, is that the main enemy today is

monopoly capltal not the liberal, or even the famed social democrat.

When the f,ift is leading a movement strong enough to contest for

state power, the liberal-and yes, the social democrat-can well be

the main danger. But that is not the fact today. Ilas-the accePtance

of anti-Communist rhetoric on the part of the liberal and some so-

cialists aided the growth of the ultra-night? Yes. Has it encouraged

the acceptan"u oI aggression against national liberation struggles

and against the socialist world? Of course, it has' Further, it is true

that tf,e fiberals will vacillate, temporize and retreat-but when there

is a strong and independent Left, the liberal will vacillate in that

direction riore often tlan not. Ramparts magazine suggests that there

is no danger from an ultra-Right movement because big business does

not need-that aspect of class rule as yet. I have no faith in their

capacity to make the right decisions. History pokes its ftnger at us to

reirember that when reaction was not stopped in its preparatory

stage, its ultimate victory was assured. And that iob cannot be done

by the Left alone.
Left unity is not a thing-in-itself. It is directly related to- the unity

of a far bioader movement, to defend and extend the democratic

rights of today's world. As this is done. today's defensive.struggles

"r-* 
*"tg" into the offensive battles, not only, against the ultras who

would shift the arena further Right than the present status quo,

but against the status quo itself. However, we believe that sharp

conflicl against extreme reaction is one way in which the millions
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can be brought to realize that the role of the moderates in the

Establishment is either temporizing or treacherous"

The elections demonstrated that the ultras in both parties utilized
bigotry as a deliberate organizing and mobiUzing device. One gives

lip service to the struggle for equality if there is no recognitio-n that
a-Ronald Reagan lacked only the Southern accent of a Bo Calloway
or a Lester Maddox-and that the whiplash uses the Negro as the
Nazis used the Jews.

Now, I have a sneaking suspicion that Mr. Scheer and Romparts
agree with me, If he did not differentiate between liberals and re-

actionaries, if he saw no difierence between the two parties, how can

one explain his enlisting the support and enthusiasm and work of all
those ffne young people behind his candidacy in the Democratic
primary? Or does he now say that because he had his whirl in poli
tics and didn't win, the primary is no longer useful as a medium for
others to challenge the Establishment?

In short, I am urging a radieal policy not for the sake of thundering
invectives at the Establishment, but in order to produce a radical trans-
formation of the society. A young Left of radical intellectuals is
needed that can help produce the new theoretical generalizations from
the speciffcs of today's struggles in today's world. A young Left is
needed to help build a mass radical movement which unites the ac-

tives in the ghetto and the campus and the community and the shop

in militant united struggle. But we need that compassionate Political
solidarity in action right now.

If even the present Left and progressive forces unite, our differences
can be combined to produce a symphony, not a cacaphony. Then, in
1968, independent candidates can run as a meaningful alternative to a

Johnson against a Nixon, a Rafferty against a Yorty. In three words,
The Mooemenf, a SNCC paper, analyzes the elections: "Don't mourn,
otganize." I agree.

One particular insidious promotion of Left disunity, which is
very faitrionable among en&nies of the Left, attempts to drive a
wedge between the "Old Left" and the "New Left." In realrty,
there is one Left, new and old, with all the variations and differ-
ences we have noted. One compelling reason for Left unity is to
maximize Left strength by the most effective fusion of new and
old.

Draft Program, CPUSA, p. 116.
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I\ew Study nf U.5. Finance [aPital

The process of concentration of capital becomes more and more far-

reaching and complex. Its general characteristic in the-p-resent-century

is embriced in the coo"epf of ffnance capital, analyzed bysuch Marx-

ists as Hilferding, crystalLed and put in the proper political context by

Lenin. Since Lenin wrote on ffnance capital in 1916, it has developed

quantitatively and qualitatively, especially with the emergence of state

ionopoly capitalism as the general structural environment since

World War II.
The merging of ftnancial and industrial capital into tuge economic

empires is 
"virrlaty 

exemplified in the case- of Japan, where- the Nihon

Keizai Sh.imbun (Jupa, Economic Journal) has been running a series

of articles analyznf the composition and mode of operation of each

of the ,'Zaibatsu" fiiance-capitalist groups which dominate that coun-

try's economy. There the role of these groups, their leading 
-part

in the elaborate state monopoly capitalist structure which provides a

higher level of control over all the privat_e empires, is an open matter,

wirich the masters of capital do not find it necessary to conceal. In
fact, the Mitsui, Mitsubishi, Sumitomo and other grouPs boast of

their vast scope.

In the United States matters are difierent. During the nineteen

thirties U.S. ffnance capital was exposed and analyzed" in great detail,

became the target of attack of the loose labor-farmer-petty-bourgeois

coalition whichlecame a factor in the reform politics of the time' The

ffnancial oligarchy was subjected to certain legislative-restrictions, es-

sentially pinpricks, yet warnings of possible severe blows to come.

In the !ott*r, reactionary assault, finance capi-tal struck back at

this coaliion on all fronts. Ideologically it tried to wipe out the

very concept of finance capital. A_ string of apologlsts, including

James Burniam, A. A. Berle, Jr., Gardiner Means, and Marcus Nadler

Llri*"d that structural changes had put an end to ffnance gaPital:

substituting such concepts as "managerial revolution," the industrial

corporatioi "with a soul," and "peoples capitalism." Similar revision-

isrn, with a "radical" coating, is purveyed by Paul Swee4v, who him-

sell once participated in the concrete analysis of U.S. ffnance capital.

Becausd of the traditional anti-monopoly and anti-banker senti-

ments of the American people, the capitalists go to great len_gths not

only to confuse the issue ideologically, but also to conceal all detafu

2l
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of the structure, operations, and interrelationships of the American
ffnancial-industrial empires, and of their key owning families.

The author of this article attempted to cut through this fog of con-
cealment in his book written a decade ago, Empire of High, Finance.
Now we have an extremely important contribution, Millionaires and
Managers, by the Soviet economist, Stanislav Menshikov.*

How could a Soviet economist penetrate deeply into the inner
structure of the U.S. economy? Menshikov brought the following
assets to bear:

o Detailed analysis of published American economic material, with
the assistance of members of the stafi of the Institute of World Eco-
nomics and International Relations in Moscow.

o Energetic study of SEC records, and other primary materials
in the United States.

o Personal discussions with key members of the U.S. oligarchn
as an exchange student in the United States.

o A solid adherence to the basic teachings of Marx and Lenin,
combined with a strong antipathy to dogma. Menshikov is a leader
of that school of Soviet economists which has contributed to a new
realism in the Marxist understanding of contemporary capitalisrn.

Eoolution of the Financial Oligarchg

The separation of the capital function from capital ownership, an
objective law of development of ffnance capital, is distorted by the
apologists to serve as "evidence" for their "managerial revolution"
theories. Menshikov explores this phenomenon afresh, at a time when
the socialization of production is intensiffed on an establishment scale,
on an enterprise scale, and especially on the scale of tlle whole econ-
omy, crossing industry lines, with central accounting through bantr<s.

As the function of capital management gets more complicated, more
and more there develop special categories of workers who take over
from the capitalist the function of administration and fulffll this func-
tion for him. fn some cases, an owner of the control block of stock
mav also serye as an administrator. However, in that case he is paid
a special salary for this rvork, aside from his dividend income. He is
carrying on a dual function, as administrator and as owner. But this
becomes relatively less frequent. Increasingly the top corporate ad-
ministrator appears as a gloriffed hired office worker, while the capi-
talist preserves factual control.

* S. M. Menshihov, Millioneri,i i
financoaoge olgarchii CSHA, Muisl
1r.55k.

M enedaheri,i,, soDrernetund,a a stractura
publishers, Moscoril, 1965, 455 pages.
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Broadeningouthisinterests,thebigcapitalistmanages.hisinvest-
*"rt portfofio, clips couPons. After 

"awhile, 
perhaps in 

-the 
second

* ifrifi g"""r"U"r,, he ftrids even this too burdensome and inefiective

today, .ihe., fi.raocial management, like industrial ma,nagem-en't' re-

;;;; rriehl, specialized eipertise' He hires a bank or financial

l"""r"f*T"'fr""if" his investinents, while he occupies himself accord-

tt;" his tastes-business or politics, stock market speculation or

.#rtr. collecting art or women, etc' Thus a tendency to Parasitism

;f-il; *U"g "fit" 
i, an inevitable law of developmeat of modern

capitalism. 
"But this tendenry is countered and limited by another."-il;-ff;;"ce 

lapitalist is not simply a rentier. He is also the head

of I vast industrial-banking empi.". U" is concerned not only with

il, ;*; sphere, but also wilh the function of the entire economy from

which he'drains profits, above all with pelpetuating and aiding the

exoansion of the iealm which makes possible the existence of his own

"rijr". 
Thus the vital interest of the top capitalists in the state, in

its loreign and domestic policies'

Of coirse, big capitalisls have been key men in the American state

fro* ifr" days oi Allexander Hamilton, and not a few pr-esidents were

"frot"" 
Uy it e original Morgan and Rockefeller' But there is some-

it irrn orrulitatively- new in ihe extent to which the members of the

;;i#- i"*iti"t themsehses personally take over the key P-ositions in the

,,ri"ffiri""r. Currentl| two third-generation Rockefeller brothers

;;;J;;"rs, while a fourth-generation Rockefeller is a state legisla-

ai.'Oo" of the governors lLs occupied various_top-federal posts,

aid sti[ hopes to" be President. Other Standard Oil heirs are or

,"""*fy harie been members of Congrest' ToP *"-P:'L of the

srorrp,'th"*selves owning signiffcant foitunes by now' McCloy-and

Bi;;i; are advisors to thE Piesident on !ur-o11ean- 
and. Asian afiairs'

resoectively, not to mention the hired Rockefeller functionaries' Dean

ii"lf. ""a 
iuiaxwell Taylor, serving as Secretary of-State and top mili-

t"rv advisor to the prlsident. The Kennedy family provides another

;;fi-Ir;*" example of the active political leadership- by the pluto-

crats themselves, is do the du Pont ancl Reynolds family members on

the board of ClA-ffnanced Radio Free Europe'

Onthewhole,Menshikovshowstheweightoftheplutocracy
t" d" 

"orrrtry,, 
afiairs rises. Relatively few families of the old oli-

irr"h, lose olt, while more are added' The top circles expand nu-

ir"ri"'"ffy and in their domination of the nation's wealth and income'

Menshi(ov supports this with a concrete analysis of income and wealth

listribution, ,lr^d 
"n 

analysis of the different forms in which the oli-

garchy receive surplus value. A wealcness in his analysis is his use
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of the oficial ffgures of capital gains incom e (prodazhi tzennui bumag)
as shown under the category "adjusted gross income" in the Intemal
Revenue Service reports (e.g., his table, p. 21). The actual income
from this source is about double the amount shown in the rqrorts, and
in 1958 constituted the largest single source of income for all groups
with incomes over $200,000. The importance of capital gains has
continued to increase, and the 1968 returns show it to be the largest
single source for all groups with incomes over $100,000, and to account
for over two-thirds of the income of those with incomes over $1,000,-
000. Also, it may be somewhat misleading to refer to this as income
from "speculation" (p. 2S). The possession of all vital business in-
formation mindmizes the risk of the top oligarchy in stock market
activities. Furthermore, a substantial part of the gains from stoek
transactions results from the arrangement of ffnancial operations of
the companies to pay out the proffts in this form, with its low tax
rate, rather than as dividends. This technical correction does not in-
validate Menshikov's essential results.

He also presents a set of estimates of the personal fortunes of the
American plutocracy, broken down into the old families (p. 67) and
the new multimillionaires (pp. 72-73). This is the most complete
attempt in decades, and the ranges given in the tables appear reason-
able. insofar as they ftt in with the knowledge of this reviewer.

Menshikov deals substantially with the role of control blocks of
stocks, and with the forms and importance of proffts of control-
the concept presented in Em.pire of High Finance. Through the ag-
gregation of zuch blocks of stock, control can be exercised over large
corporations, and a major share of the proffts appropriated with a rela-
tively small investment. Ivloreover, the larger the company the smaller
the relative size of the block necessary for control.

The Managers

Menshikov's book includes the ffrst really detailed Marxist study
of the role of the managers. Going beyond the familiar polemics
against the theory of the Managerial Revolution, he attempts a
scientiffc analysis of the stratifteation of administrative personnel, and
of their varied relationships to the ffnancial oligarchy.

Part of a manager's salary represents payrnent for his labor, the
remainder is a segment of the surplus value extracted from the work-
ers under his command. The top administrators, engaged in manipu-
lating departments and controlling the fow of proffts, cannot be
regarded as contributing to production. All of their income is a share
of that taken from the enterprise's workers, as well as by expropriation
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of the capital of small rivals forced to the wall'- 
ifpr."lfy then, the manager's -lalary 

consists P?rtl{ or. wholly of

prodi in a aisguised form' in addition, he gets a big hidden income

io 
"*p"rrr" 

accJunts, stock optiotts, etc' At the highel echelons he may

U""oi* a substantial stockfrolder, ultimately participating a-s part of

the big bourgeoisie. But even the top administrators rarely obtain

"ortroiof 
bloiks of stock, and remain in a subordinate position to the

ffnancial oligarchy. In fact, the existence of an administrative bureauc-

,""y, *hi"ligives the appearance of "management control," tightens

control by the ffnancial oligarchY:

Thefurtherproceedstheseparation.ofcapital.ownershipfrom
caoital-function] the greater is tlie capacity of the caPital 9f the pl-u-

toiracy to take to itlelf other peoples' capital and the less is the

;;i;;; *iri*"* "control block' which is iecessary' Thg derelop-

ment of a corPorate bure-aucrac-y adds to the power of the, tinance

caoitalists which results from their ownership-of "control blocks,"

ilJ;;;r;, the ..control efiectiveness,, of the blocks, permits reducing

them to a minimum. The dictatorship of the top m-anagers over the

;;;; 
"f 

stockholders is only a form of existence of the maximum de-

""iop*""t 
of the dictatorship of finance capitalists (p' 195)'

Banking and Industrial Monopolies

Menshikov details the complex structure of ffnancial establishmenfr,

their varied role as the porveicenters of ffnance capital. 
- 

He calculates

that the weight of financial institutions in share ownership o_r disposi

tion has incr"eased from around 33-35 per cent in 1954 ( citecl estimate

of Perlo) to Mper cent in 1962. Undoubtedly, since 1962, the Process

has gorre forwird still more rapidly, with the geometric _growth 
of

stock"holdings of pension funds-and mutual funds at the disposal of

the banks and related ffnancial institutions'
Menshikov concludes that this large share is enough "to secure full

control over industry on the part of the united banking capital of the

country" (p. 2S5).' The ac[uatty of_this controlling share in each

case dLpen^ds on widely differing conditions, but 40 per cent is char-

acteristi of the biggeit industrial companies. After examining the

ways in which coritiol is exercised, he concludes, "Thus the banks

more and more fulffll the functions of industrial monopolies, precisely

as the latter in progressive degrees fulftll the role of banks" (p. 253).

This linking or t[" two directions of merging is particularly impor-

tant. Apolo{etic propaganda emphasizes the situations where giant

industriai coiporatio.ri accumulate huge reserves, and themselves act

as bankers within certain limits. Omitting or underestimating the op-

posite cases, where giant corporations rely on big banks and insurance
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companies, they deny the reality of a ffnancial oligarchy. In so doing
they distort the concept, as if it signiffed the one-sided domination
of banks over industry, whereas the real concept, as used by Lenin,
is the merging of the two. The domination of banking capital over
industrial capital is on,e of the paths by which finance-capitalist em-

pires ernerge. At other times the route is through industrial monoPo-

lies getting command over investment banks or other financial estab-

lishments.
Recently a difierent route, not discussed as such by Menshikov,

has beoome prominent. Existing empires of ffnance capital are strength-
ened, and new ones formed, through the "conglomerate merger."
By this device, one industrial corporation with powerful capital re-
sources acquires a large number of other industrial corporations in
a wide variety of ffelds. While some may be related, the general

principle is diversiffcation-the creation of a net of establishments sell-

ing to a wide variety of markets. This reduces cyclical instability,
permits a certain amount of centralized research, selling and adminis-
tration, especially signiffcant with the modern electronic computer.
Above all, it provides for centralized ffnance-the ability to maneuver
funds between the various lines of business, and on the part of the
control group to make ffnancial killings in the process of each merger.

These conglomerate mergers are also favored because they are

generally exempt from anti-trust prosecution, since they do not aequire
technical monopolies over major product lines. They have tax and
ffnancing advantages from common control of a series of separate

corporations. Conglomerate mergers are promoted by the increase

and ramiffcation of the armament business, which gives rise to fresh
blocks of capital seeking investment. An example is Litton Industries,
whose sales grew from $125 million in 1959 to more than, $1,250 mil-
lion in L967, a tenfold multiplication in eight years, mainly th,rough

such acquisitions. In this case a grouping of lesser ffnanciers, work'
ing with Chase Manhattan and other established ffnancial powers, has

established its own little empire, partly independent, but simultane-
ously dependent on Wall Street centers to ffnance its acquisitions.

The Midland-Ross Corporation is an example of a conglomerate
merger in which one ffnancial center, the Cleveland group, has joined
various industrial en,terprises within its orbit, and added others, en-

larging and tightening its centralized control over one portion of its
sphere of influence.

Menshikov efiectively disposes of the myths of the deeline in influ-
ence of commercial banks and investment bankers. He quotes exten-

sively from Robert Lehman on the role of the investment banker, who,
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according to Lehman "must be the grandmaster of the industrial

chessboard of our time" (P. 269).

The New York Financinl Gtou'Ps

The latter part of the book is devoted largely to a detailed analysis

of the New York ffnancial grouPs, with a listing of the corporations

under the control of each of them. A new feature is Menshikov's at-

tempt to estimate the relative distribution of pgwg in industrial cor-

por*-tiorrr where several grouPs share control. Thus, he estimates

ihat the Socony Mobil Oil Company is two-fffths controlled by the

Roekefeller-Chase Manhattan Bank group, one-third by the Morgan

group, and one-fffth by the First National City Bank group-the re-

irai"ing fraction presumably accruing to lesser influences. Obviously

such eitimates are subject to wide margins of error. However, in
this reviewer's opinion, the totality of Menshikov's estimates of this

type adds to ouilnowledge of- the structure of corporate .control.'-Srr**"ry accounts of the leading "provincial gt9"P-t" are also

given. The groups generally-coincide with those deftned in Em'pire-
"o1 AEt Finince, but several additional grouPs- are identifted, and

,o*"ih"t more detail is presented for certain of the grouPs. There

are some maior changes in classiffcation, but no more than might be

expected owing to actual changes in the time interval between the two

UJots. In the substantial majority of cases, the assignment of major

infuence on a given colporation is the same in both works. There

follows a comparison of the value of assets controlled by various

groups, as estimated by Perlo and Menshikov:

69.9
63.0
22.L
8.4

15.6
18.8
37.1
29.0

One difference is the relatively slow growth shown for the Morgan
and Rockefeller groups, slower than the general growth in corporate

assets during the seven-year interval. This is due largely to a difier-
ence in method of accounting. Perlo, except in a few cases of roughly

Assets Controlled,
(billions of d"ollars)
Perlo Menshikovlnterest Group

Morgan
Rockefeller
First National City Bank
du Pont
Mellon
Cleveland
Chicago
Bank of America

65.3
61.4
18.2
16.0
10.5
t5.7
22.0
t4.4
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equal distribution of power, assigned each company to the group with
the largest single interest. Menshikov allocated shares to various
groups. This tended to reduce the relative importance of the two
largest groups and to increase the relative statistical importance of
the other groups, now more likely to be credited with assets resulting
from minority participation in control over various corporations in
which the Morgan or Rockefeller groups have the largest inf.uence.

The especially fast growth shown by the Bank of America group
undoubtedly reflects an actual increase in its relative strength asso-

ciated with the continued growth of California's economy. The sharp
decline in the du Pont position reflects the forced divestment of that
group from control of General Motors, and the corresponding weak-
ening of its position in the Detroit banks. However, Menshikov
notes, in selling shares in these companies, the du Ponts acquired huge
funds with which to exparr-d holdings in other areas and thereby create
new power positions. Undoubtedly these will come to view in due
course.

Menshikov's estimates of the amount of assets controlled by various
lesser ffnancial groups, in and out of New York, for which earlier esti-
mates are not available, are of interest:

lrrterest Group

Manufacturers Hanover Trust
Sullivan and Cromwell-Marine Midland
Lehman Brothers-Goldman Sachs-Lazard
Harriman-Newmont Mining
Dillon Read
Ford
Boston
Kerby
Texas
Crocker-Wells Fargo-Security Trust
Minneapolis-Saint Paul
Saint Louis
Hartford
Detroit

Several of these are newly identiffed by Menshikov as more or less

independent groups. In common with Perlo, he does not identify an
independent Philadelphia group, regarding the main Philadelphia
banks as part of the Morgan $oup. Only summary statements are
presented about most of the regional groups, insufficient to iudge the

Assetq 1962
(billions of ilollars)

$12.2
8.9

Freres 5.8
5.0
1.7
8.9

24.4

6.7
18.9
19.7

10.2
7.8

L4.2
11.6
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oualitv of the identification and estimate of the scope of these groups.
' M"orhikou probably has examined more exhaustively than most pre-

vious researcliers the- data on which to base the assignment of com-

panies to interest groups. However, in view of the secrecy with which

the decisive mateiial 
-is 

shrouded, much depends in the last analysis

on the researcher's iudgment. so Menshikov's data cannot be re-

g*a"a as the ',last i"oicl," qrrite aside from the objective changes

ihat are taking place continually.

On the Natwe of Financial lnterest Groups 
:

Menshikov contributes signiffcantly to the theory of the nature,

functioning, and limitations of the ffnancial-oligTchi: groups' He

states that"the ffnancial group is a "higher, more developed stage of

monopolization of production and circulation than any olher form of

prlvaL monopolistt amalgamation" (p. 293). It goes beyond, and

iombines the iperations of such forms as cartels, syndicates and trusts.

At the same tiine, the mode of coordination of the segments of the

group is often more delicate and intangible, less formal and- precise,

it 
""-i" 

the case of the simpler types. There has been an evolution of

group structure and of the method of control-of companies. -As 
cor-

[or"torrr become larger, and the ffnancial-industrial interlocks more

iomplex, the size of the block of stock necessary for- control is re-

ducfo. Simultaneously, very wealthy families spread their ownership

not only among controlled companies, but among tho_se outsidg their

sphere of direJt domination. The ffnancial empire dominated by a

single family tends to be superseded by unions of several or many

fariilies, amalgamating the common interests of their fortunes (p. 817).

Interlocking arrangements involving several ffnancial centers be-

come the ,ror*, ut in the banking syndicates which handle the ffn-

ancing requirements of the glant corporations. Correspondi"gly,

thereteveLps within the ffnancial oligarchy, the tendency towards

the formation of condominiums, i.e., the ioint control by several ffnan-

cial groups over monoPolies, the sharin,g of spheres of infuence in-
side trusts and concerns (P. 818).

However amorphous the structure and indistinct the boundaries of

the ftnancial groups, they represent deftnite enterprises putting out

particular products, trading deft_nite commodities, transferring deffnite

loods between deftnite geographic points, banks,having definite loca-

f,ons, etc. The ffnancial group, then, has a dual role, as a banking-

industrial complex fastened together by a union of interests or com-

mon control, and as a real conglomeration of enterprises in the areas
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of productioq circulation, credit, social accounting. The ffrst role
conceins the area of production relations of contemporary capitalism,
the second, the area o-f its productive forces. To thetxtent thit actual
producUon coor&nation occurs within these groups, there is a poten-
tial for colossal economy of social labor, which under capitalism is
usulped by the peak monopolists. This tendency, in turn, is contra-
dicted by counterforces, hew expressions of the contradictions be-
tween productive forces and capitalist production relations (p. 320).

For Further Study

No single work can possibly exhaust this complex and dynamic
subject. In suggesting areas for further research, thereforg I am not
minimizing Menshikov's contribution in the work under review.

One particular question calling for further examination is the
changing role and relationships of the Morgan and Rockefeller
groups, those top groups of American ffnance capital for the past
three-quarters of a century. From Menshikov's discussion, it appears
that the Morgan-Guaranty group has become less closely controlled,
more amorphous than formerly, while the Rockefellor-Chase Man-
hattan group retains more of a close-knit character. Menshikov's
statistics suggest no further change in the balance of power between
these two groups during the past decade. But do the statistics convey
the full, or even the main aspects, of the picture? Has the earlier
situation of relative parity continued, or have the Rockefeller-led in-
terests emerged as the most powerful single segment of the oligarchy,
and one with a decidedly aggressive orientation in the all-important
area of foreign policy? By posing these questions, I do not suggest
affirmative answers, but merely srfficient prima facie evidence to
warrant more thorough study.

Much more work is called for on the various regional groups. Soviet
economists have published'articles dealing with Texas and California
interests, and presumably there is a considerable body of unpub-
Iished material underlying Menshikov's presentation of these groups.

Among the more general theoretical questions, attention should be
focussed on the role of the ffnancial oligarchy and the maior interest
groups in the mushrooming "multinational corporations" through
which U.S. imperialism is staking claim to much of the world's econ-
omy. This is bringing with it a substantial increase in the concentra-
tion of economic and political power in the hands of a few of the very
strongest groups, as well as a corresponding expansion in their super-
proftts. Details of this proeess should be examined, along with its
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efiects domestically and in the relations between the U.S. oligarchy
and those of other countries.

Menshikov deals but sparingly with the place of the financial oli-
garchy and the interest groups in state monopoly capitalism, which
has now become an all-pervasive feature of U.S. economic life. This
question was dealt with somewhat more fully in Empire of High
Finance, as in C. Wright Mlls' Pouer Elite, and in the reviewer's
Militarism anil lnd,ustry. Here also much more is required, espeeially
in examining t}le specific relationships of the state, the mushrooming
aerospace and other armaments-oriented industries, the Pentagon, and
the peak ffnancial interests. In other words, there is need for a Manc-

ist study of the "military-industrial complex."
Since the TNEC hearings of 1989-40, there has been no really thor-

ough, deeply probing, study of U.S. ffnance capital with legal author-
ity to pry open the secret records of the oligarchy. Thereby, the
ffnancial autocrats are permitted to continue ruling and robbing the
country through what amounts to an underground network of power,
violating the spirit, and probably in a hundred ways the letter, of the
substantial body of anti-monopoly laws which came into being during
nearly a century of anti-trust struggles.

These facts are kept so well hidden because their exposure, given the
"freo enterprise" traditions of Americans, would have an explosive

efiect on political attitudes, contribute to broadening the ranks of the
country's progtessive forces, to curbing the dangerous international
depredations of ffnance capital and to the solution of the nation's in-
creasingly urgent domestic sore spots.

Publication and widespread distribution of Menshikov's book in
English will help to awaken the demand for such an "opening of the
books." Aside from that, it is a malor contribution to the Marxist-
Leninist theory and description of contemporary eapitalist economic
institutions, as they have evolved in the strongest imperialist country.

He$ spread the infuence of Political Affai.rs. Get a new reader

from among your shopmates, your neighbors, your friends.

BETIY GANNE'IT

The Fascist-Military [oup in Ereece

For the ffrst time since the defeat of the Hitler armies in World War
II, a fascist-military dictatorship has been imposed on a country in
the Western "free world." In the pre-dawn hours of April 21, 1967,
while the people slept, a clique of Right-wing, pro-monarchist army
ofticers seized control of the cen'tral government in Greece and
swiftly established its domination in every major city, town and
hamlet of this small Mediterranean land.

Unleashing a reign of unbridled terror and repression, the military
junta tore up the country's constitution, dissolved Parliament, re-
moved local mayors, and outlawed nearly 300 organizations of the
people, including the United Democratic Left Party (EDA), the
Lambrakis Youth Organization, the National Union of Greek Students
and scores of local labor unions accused of 'leaning" toward the Left.
Strikes, meetings and demonstrations were summarily forbidden
under threat that these "illegal" activities would be broken up by
"force of arms." Martial law was declared and military tribunals set
up to try all "enemies fighting the new regime." Newspapers of the
Left were banned and the entire press placed under heavy censorship.

In a matter of days, over 8,000 political leaders were imprisoned-
members of Parliament, leaders and activists of democratic organi-
zations and trade unions, newspaper writers and editors. Thousands
were hurriedly shipped to concentration camps on a desolate island,
some forty miles from the mainland. Included in the round-up was the
B0-year-old former Premier George Papandreau and his son Andreas,
himself a prominent member of Parliament and a special target of
the ultra-Right. Outstanding leaders of the United Democratic Left
were thrown in jail, with the life of such world-renowned anti-Nazi
resistance heroes as Manolis Glezos, released from prison only a few
years ago, in grave danger.

In the name of "preventing a Communist take-over"-the phony
banner reaction unfurls wherever the people resist despotic rule-
the fascist-monarchist coup has destroyed the last remnant of democ-
racy left in Greece.

Needless to say there was no "threat" of a Communist take-over.
The coup was carried through to cilcumvent Parliamentary elections
scheduled to take place on May 28. There was widespread expecta-
tion that in these elections the Rightist parties, supported by the
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Royal Court, the financial oligarchy and the army officer clique,
would go down to defeat, and the Center Union Party-the moderately
Itberal political organization-would be returned to power with a

larger majority than it had received in February, 7.964.It was generally
assumed, too, that the United Democratic Left, which had 22 depu-
ties in the dissolved Parliament, would increase its representation sub-
stantially. Under these conditions, a coup was the only way to fore-
stall what in the eyes of the domestic reactionary cabal and its
imperialist backers would be a major catastrophe.

U.S. Collwion in the Military Coup

With cynical hypocrisy, Washington big-wigs worked overtime to
create the impression that the fascist-military seizure was planned and
executed without knowledge of the Royal Court, the U.S. Embassy,
the CIA and the Pentagon. Every effort has been made to prove that
the Z7'-year-old monarch, King Constantine, was embarrassed by the
coup and only went along reluctantly to avoid "civil war." The John-
son Administration assured the American public that it had expressed
its "strong disapproval" and was pressing for a return to the Consti-
tution. The foremost champion of "freedom and democracy" could
not openly embrace an outright fascist-military regime without
' protestations."

Actual events belied these sanctimonious White House preten-
sions to innocence. The Nation (May B, 1967) stated editorially,
"Washington's involvement in the coup explains the current cam-

paign to dissociate the King from the junta and to rnake it appear
that he had no direct responsibility for the illegal events."

Greece had been a private preserve of U.S. imperialism for two
decades. Since March 12, 1947, when former President Harry S.

Truman wenit before a joint session of Congress to ask for an
emergency appropriation of $250 million to aid the Greek mon-
archy crush an alleged "Communist lfueat," Greece has been a

maior recipient of U.S. economic and military aid. In twenty
years, $3.5 billion, of U.S. taxpayers' money has been spent to bolster
Greek reaction and thwart the democratic will of the people. There,
as in Vietnam and other strategrcally located areas, U.S. aid was
given lavishly, not to alleviate the people's hunger, but to trans-
form the country into a key military outpost in the cold war.

Since 1947, the United States has sought to build up the Greek
army and to entrench its Right-wing oficer clique, Today, the
Greek army is essentially a U.S. puppet army, trained equipped and
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supervised by the Pentagon as a pro-monarchist bulwark against
the forces of democracy and Progress in the Mediterranean. Its
general stafi consists of men bought and paid for with U.S. dollars,
with closest ties to the Pentagon. The Greek army could not make
a single move without the knowledge of U.S. military personnel,
the CIA and the Embassy.

The men in Washington have kept constant surveillance over

developments in Greece. Marquis Childs, in his column in the
Neu York Post (May 15, 1967) noted that already in mid-February
a top secret meeting, held in Washington, was attended by rePre-
sentatives from the Pentagon, the CIA and the State Department-
"all the powers dealing with the Greece problem." Intelligence
reports at the session, he revealed, clearly indicated that "a rnilitary
coup was in the making."

C. L. Sulzberger, enthused over the "dazzling eficiency" and "bril-
liant" execution of the "bloodless" coup, admitted that a detailed
plan for such a military coup had been in existence for many years

under the code-name '?rometheus" (Neus York Times, May 8, 1967).

Originally drafted under NATO direction in 1950, as a "general stafl

contingency plan" in the event of "war with a Communist country,"
it was implernented and modernized in 1965 to prevent a "Communist
coup d'etat." The plan provided, Mr. Sulzberger tells us, for the
taking over of "key administrative and communication centers" and

the speedy arrest of "Communist" leaders "to prevent underground
subversion." There is little doubt this long-standing conspiracy for a

military take-over was not only well known in Washington, but was

prepared at its instigation, to be set into motion when events in
Geece "got out of hand." Clearly, it served as the blueprint for the
coup of April 21.

Many correspondents both at home and abnoad, have insisted the
coup could not have taken place without U.S' knowledge and direct
U.S. involvement. Some have intimated the CIA was behind the take-
over, in fact, had engineered it. Thus Drew Pearson wrote (Nata
York Post, May 1, 1967):

Part of Greece's political uncertainty has been due to Central
Intelligence. Ellis Briggs, US. Ambassador who served in Greece
during the Karamanlis days, has written a book in which he bluntly
states-that he never knew what Cenkal Intelligence was doing and
that the CIA man had more money to spend than the American Em-
bassy. Other observers have noted that the CIA secretly inter-
u"ndd in Greek elections, and more recently the CIA has heen
given responsibility for the military coup.
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A-fter the recent expos,res of the sordid activities of the cIA in
one country after another, this should come as no sulprise. Greece,
like a number of other countries, was litera[y 

"r"*iirg with cIA
agents-disguised_as b-usiness representatives, u.3. aid perionnel, mili-
tary advisers and embassy attaches. such coups are ihe main stock-
in-trade of the cIA, when bribery and corruption do not suffice to
attain U.S. imperialist objectives.

Truman Doctrine Launches Cold Wur

The Truman Doctrine of.1g47 in Greece was the opening gun in the
cold war and in u.s. imperialism's drive for worrd- dominition. un-
der lfre guise of 'containing communism" and "defending democ-
ra-cyi it embarked on a co,rse of open intervention in thJ internal
affairs-of any co*ntry where it felt itslnterests jeopardized, to impose,
or maintain in power, governments that would bi subservient to its
dictates. sulzberger admits this when he writes (Aprir 2f,., lg67):

The united states has special interest in Greece and a commit-
ment that transcends even the close bonds of the NATO alliance.
The Truman Doctrine was first applied in Greece. It was there
that u.s. military forces under Gerielal James van Fleet, atttrougtr
on a rylltiyely.small s_cale, were introduced to counsel and help in
army lighting in another hemisphere. By insisting that he wbuld
not p_ermit communism to upsef Greek democratic"forms, we estab-
lished a precedent for our sribsequent and far more intensive activi-
ties in Vietnam.

There it is in a nutshell! It was in Greece, iL L947, that u.s. impe-
rialism ffrst assumed its role of world policeman. And as in vietnam
t9day, it intervened not to protect "demoeratic forms" but to destroy
Greek democracy. u.s. imperialism intervened in Greece to main-
tain the monarchy that had fled in exile, abandoning the people to the
Hitler oc91pati9n, and was_brought back to Gree'ce 

"na", the pro-
tection of British gunffre. u.S. imperialism intervened in Greece to
pfotect a totalitarian regime that was murdering and imprisoning tens
of thousands of anti-fascist resistance ftghters.lthe meri and wo*en
who had waged the guerrilla war againsi the Hitler fascists. william
L. shirer depicted the true character of the men in power in Greece,
whom U.S. imperialism rushed to defend in that faleful year:

. . . There are men prominent in the Greek Government who cor-
laborated with the Nazis and others who did nothing to oppose
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them. Army leadership has been recruited almost exclusively from
the Royalists, most of *hom regard even a conservative Republican
as a "Communist." Quisling forces formed by the Germans to ffght
non-collaborationist Greeks have been incorporated into the new
Greek Army. The police force in Greece is substantially the same
that served the dreaded Metaxas dictatorship and later the Ger-
mans. (Herald Tribune, April 20, L947.)

Thus, only two years after World War II, the United States inter-
vened on the side of reaction in Greece against a popular uprising
of the people seeking to establish a democratic republic. The people
were ffghting to prevent the imposition of a dictatorship, reminiscent
of 1936, when King George II called upon General John Metaxas to
head a terrorist regime a la Hitler, to quell the rising anti-fascist
movement of that day and keep the country under its iron heel. Com-
munists were in the forefront of that struggle, as they were during
the years of the guerrilla war against the Nazis. But the issue in 1947

was not communism. Then, as now, the struggle in Greece was be-
tween feudal reaction and democracy. The EAM-the national lib-
eration front-representing the broad popular unity of all democratic
and Left forces that had resisted the Nazi occupation*called for a
national coalition government representative of all political partii:s,
in which the Greek resistance would have a voice. It was precisely
such a government that ffrst the British, and then the U.S. impe-
rialists, were determined to prevent. No wonder, Leland Stowe, vet-
eran foreign correspondent, whose sympathy was always with the
Greek people, wrote with bitterness (Nero Republic, September 15,

Le47):

What began as a plot to bar all leftists from the Greek govern-
ment and to make Greece a monarchy, whether her people wanted
it or not, has crystallized into unqualified domination by the most
reactionary and anti-democratic elements in Greece. The middle
and most truly democratic parties have been decimated, discredited
and demoralized. Churchill's victory is complete-and neatly un-
derwritten by hundreds of millions of American dollars. It could
only be slightly more complete if Hitler or Franco himself had en-
gineeredit....

Greece Becomes U.S. Military Outpost

U.S. imperialism intervened in the small country of Greece for
what it considered to be big stakes. In its overall global strategy
Greece was the gateway to the Black Sea and thus to the Soviet
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Union. Greece was soon to become the Southeastern flank of NATO
in the circle of "containment" around the socialist world, and its
territorial waters and ports would be used by the U.S. Sixth Fleet
to police the Mediterranean. U.S. imperialism needed Greece as a
military base aimed at the national liberation movements of the
Middle East. It was not concern for democracy, but for control of
Middle East oil that prompted U.S. imperialism to make Greece "safe"
fo-r its operations. sulzberger, who often couches his interpretations
of world events with a democratic facade, was somewhat franker in
L947. Wiiting on March 5, L947, he defended U.S. dollar inter-
ests with his own version of the domino theory:

The United States interest in Greece is not mere sentiment. Greece
controls eastern Mediterranean strategy. Should Greece turn Com-
munist, Turkey would be- politically outfanked and could no longer
resist- a pressure that already is onerous. Without Turkey, Iian
rvould go under.

The United States has a powerful concern in the Middle East
because in that area is Saudi fuabia and in saudi Arabia there prob-
ably is more oil than in the United States' proved reserves. 

i
Was it mere coincidence that the Truman Doctrine, as Victor perlo

points out (American lmperi,alism, International publishers, lg5l,
p, L77),-was proclaimed iust a day "after consummation of the agree-
ment whereby the kingpins of the Rockefeller oil empire, Standard
Oil (N.I.) and Socony-Vacuum, were cut in on the Arabian oil bo-
nanza?"

U.S. Im,perialism Sup,ytorts Rightist Regime

Today, Greece is a virtual protectorate of the united states. Little
of any consequence takes place in its political arena without the
knowledge and/or approval of the u.S. Embassy. with vast ftnancial
resources and a personnel running into the hundreds at its command,
u.s. imperialism has penetrated the political and economic rile of the
country. With the help of the, army it has maintained in power the
extreme Right-wing of the political spectrum-the National Radical
Union (ERE), composed of the most rabid pro-monarchist and pro-
fascist elements within the country, representing the ffnancial oligaichy
and the Royal Court.

When, for example in 1961 it appeared that the developing demo-
c_ratic camp, among whom the United Democratic Left (EDA) and
the illegal communist Party had considerable infuence, were becom-
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ing strong enough to challenge the Rightist regime of Konstantine
Kiramanlis, the United States did not shrink from conniving with the
monarchy, the extremists within and outside the army, to rig the 196L

elections. Indeed, the CIA, noted for manipulating 'free elections"
in such countries as France and Italy, not to mention Latin America,

was given "credit" for extending the life of the shaky regime of
Karamanlis by another two years.

But even the CIA could not save the Karamanlis regime from the
wrath of the people. When it forced through new restrictive legisla-

tion, to implement the already severe emergency measures still in
force from the d"yt of the civil war, an even more Powerful move-

ment of opposition developed. Strikes, rallies, demonstrations, spread

from one ind of the country to the other, involving a1l popular sec-

tors of the people-workers, peasants, intellectuals and professionals.

The United Democratio Left and the outlawed Corr,*munist Farty

called for the unity of all democratic and anti-fascist forces to resist

the legislation and to bring about the downfall of the government.

The breaking Point came with the murder of Dr. Grigorious

Lambrakis, prominent EDA member of Parliament, on May 22, 1968,

in the city of salonika. outraged by the political assassination-traced

to the neo-fascists who acted in collusion with the ERE and U.S.

agents-new sectors of the population were set in motion. Half a mil'
lion people, headed by the leaders of the EDA and the Center Union.

-ar"hed in the funeral procession. The wave of indignation that swept

the country and the world led directly to the forced resignaion of the

eleven-year-old Karamanlis government.
With the active participation of the United Democratic Left and

the Communists, thi Right-wing went down to defeat in November,

1963, and was again repudiated in February, 1964, when th9 Center

Union received nearly 53 per cent of the popular vote and the EDA
12.5 per cent. George Papandreou tecame the Premier and the new

goveinment pledged to "put an end to- the regime of counter-revolu-

iion" and to iid the country of "internal occupation"'

Opposes LLoderata Regime Elected by the People

The U.S. imperialists, deeply alarmed by the strength of the popu:

lar democratic and anti-imperialist movement within the country, did

not disguise their hostility to the new regime._ As_Clayton Fritchey
poirrted-out (NewYork Post, April28, 1967), "The U.S. has never con-
^cealed its distaste for Papandheou and his followin$, just as it has

never concealed its raPPort with the crown and the army"' And
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Bernard Nossiter, writing in the Neu Republic (May %), l%7), rc_
vealed that the united states immediately "launched a relentless cam-
paign to undermine Papandreou."

. with 65 per c3nt of the electorate voting against the Rightists, the
best interests of Greek democracy requirJd 

"a 
coalition g"overnment

involving- the united Democratic Leftl around a common program
to meet the economic and social needs of the people and for ri"rr*",
that would close the path to fascist reaction *itt i" the country. But
this,.did not t-ake place. In-stead, the papandreou regime puis,red a
vacillating policy and failed to adhere to a ffrm d"riocrafrc course.
while it resisted pressures to form a coalition government with the
reactionary National Radical union (ERE) it pursued a course of
compromise and a struggle on two fronts against both Right and Left.
stephen Rousseas, professor of economici at New yorf university,
in an extensive article entitled "The Deadlock in Greece: Elections
o1 !oup?" (The Nation, March 27, 1967), in which he did nor pre_
clude the possibility of a military coup prior to the elections, described
the Papandreou regime as follows: - -

. . . Papandre-ou was well }rrown to be a procrastinator, a moder_
ate, a crafty politician and basically pro-roylalist. Above 

"ll, 
h" *r,

knorur to be a rabid anti-communiit.- It #as he, after all, who had
prevented the communist take-over of Greece in Lg44 when the
British rushed him back to Athens as prime Minister. . . . Without
being asked, he appointed Petros Garoufalias, a beer baron and
palace favorite, Minister of Defense; and he made other conserya-
tive cabinet appointrnents.

_ It is true, he did -other things Iess pleasing to the palace. He
broke the control of the _rural"gendar'merie 6ver the Lountryside,
renegotiated c^ontracts with large-foreign monopolies on terms more
favorable to Greece, reformed the ed"ucationai system, 

".rd- 
irrt o-

duced an air of political freedom by severely lim'itine ihe political
activities of the dossier-keeping security forces, ancl b"y pro"^lri.ing
a, general amnesty fgr politic-al prisoners. . . . If *y[hing, he was
pl."Xyrg, or thoug\t h-e wa9 playing, a clever ga*e of bal#icing the
Right against the L,eft. The impoitant pointTs that he allowel the
.army, lo-ng purged of its dem6cratic 6lements, to remain in the
hands of the palace and the extreme Right.

But this middle-of-the-road course did not satisfy the u.s. masters
o{ G_reece. 

_ 
Th"y demanded complete subservience. Together with

the Royal court and dominant ffnancial circres, they wouii brook no
e-asing-of reaction's stranglehold over the nation which might endanger
the cold-war front in Europe.
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U.S. Behind Political Crisis of luly,1965

When the efiorts to force the Center Union Party to form a coali-
tion government with the Right did not materialize, a series of provo-
cations were instigated to keep the country in peqpetual turmoil and
thereby hasten the d'owrrfall of the Papandreou regime. Everything
possible was done to sabotage measures toward democratizing po-
Iitical life in the country and restoring constitutional norms. When
legal means did not produce results, reaction resorted to criminal
acts to compromise the government. Thus, on November 29, 19&[,
with 20,000 people assembled from all parts of the country, to com-
memorate the 22nd anniversary of the blowing up of the Gorgopo-
tamos bridge which cut ofi Nazi army communications, a bomb ex-
ploded. Fourteen people were killed and scores of others injured.
In fifcal U.S. style, the intention was to frame the Left fbr the per-
petration of the crime in order to precipitate a political crisis and
compel the Papandreou regime to resign. But the attempt backffred.
Instead, it became a byword that the explosion was the handiwork
of the CIA, although it was not until August 5, 1965, that the Greek
newspaper Eth,nos conftrmed this, by publishing a photostat of a
letter sent by the U.S. military attache in Athens to the CIA in Wash-
ington discussing the explosion as 'Operation Arrow-l." Obviously,
this was to have been one in a series of provocations by the CIA dug
out of its bag of "dirty tricks."

In the ensuing months events moved rapidly to a showdown. When
the Papandreou regime resisted U.S. pressure to resolve the confict
between Greece and Turkey over Cyprus in order to speed up the
fortiffcation of the island as a key NATO Mediterranean base; when it
concluded an agreement with Bulgaria and moved toward rapproche-
ment with Yugoslavia; when Papandreou accepted an invitation to
Moscow-all hell broke loose. U.S. imperialism could not permit the
slightest independence on the part of any Greek government, It saw
in the steps of the Papandreou regime a threat to the maintenance
of Greece as a bulwark against socialism and national liberation in
Europe and the Middle East.

Money poured into Greece to "persuade" Ceniter Union deputies to
defect and thus force an immediate showdown with the Papandreou
governrnent. The Rightists demanded Papandreou's immediate resig-
nation. Then the ace bombshell was dropped. A military tribunal
charged 28 young army officers with conspiracy to overthrow the
monarchy, alleging that Andreas Papandreou, son of the Premier, was
the political mentor of the conspiracy, known as the Aspida affair.
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This was an obvious frame-up concocted for the speciffc pur?ose
of-implicating the Papandreous-father and son-to promote a poUU-
cal crisis that would force the downfall of the government. Theking,
acting with dispatch, instructed the Defense Minister-a Royalist in
the Papandreou administration-to investigate the conspiracy.

Only then did the Premier realize tliat the Rightist domination of
the army was endangering his regime. He demanded the removal of
the Defense Minister and threatened to purge the army of its Right-
wing oficers. But this action was too little and too late. On Jul115,
1965, the King, with prompting from the U.S. Embassy, forced Papan-
dreou's resignation,. This palace coup of ]uly 1965 was deliberately
provoked, instigated and ffnanced by U.S. imperialism.

Eoents Leading to Coup by Ltilitary lunta

For 21 months Greece has been in a political crisis, with one gov-
ernment crisis following the other. Under the guise of establishing
stability in the country, the Royal Court has set out to prevent the
holding of democratic elections and usulped authority to establish
its own puppet regime. After several abortive attempts, enough Cen-
ter Union deputies were "convinced" to defect to enable the Court
to set up a government under Stefanos Staphanopoulos, a deserter
from the Center Union Party. The Staphanopoulos government was
entirely dependent on the extreme Right-the National Radical Union
with its 99 seats and other Right-wing deputies, and with the backing
of 44 Center Union deputies bought up with U.S. dollars.

The crisis of July, 1965 touched off a powerful mass movement,
with the high point reached in a 24-hour general strike on July 27
joined by 350,000 industrial workers and office employees. Every
dav, for nearly three months, hundreds of thousands came out into the
streets demanding a return to democratic elections and the defeat of
the Rightist attempt to impose a police state on the country. As a
result, the Staphanopoulos regime was shaky from the start and ffnally
tottered in December, 1966 after it had revived the Aspida afiair and
gave leeway to the Rightists to demand that Andreas Papandreous be
arrested and charged with treason.

The King then gave a mandate to the governor of the National Bank
of Greece, Ionnis Paraskevopoulos, to form a new government. When
George Papandreou, withomt consulting his party, called for endorse-
ment of this "caretaker government," he was not supported by most
of the deputies of the Center Union and the EDA. Thus, this govern-
ment, too, collapsed after "ruling" for three months. Its ability to
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function came to a standstill when the Center Union deputies pres-

sured to prolong parliamentary protection for deputies against legal

action after the closing of Parliament. It was forced to resign on

March 80, 1967.

On April S, 1967, the Royal Court, in complete defiance-of lhe popS-

lar will,-then chose the Rightist Panayotis Kanellopoulos, leader of the

National Radical Union, io form a government. But Kanellopoulos

was unable to muster enough votes even to get started. On April 14,

he dissolved Parliament, and ordered elections for May 28, within the

45 days provided by the Constitution of the country.

The eliction campaign was to begin on April 23. The democratic

tide in the country, despite the repressions and intimidations of the

court-appointed governmen,ts, clearly indicated that the center union

Party iiuld *i, a majority. In fact, Richard Eder pointed out sev-

eral'days before the militaiy coup (Neu: YorkTimes, AplI 17, 1967),

that "rumors have aboundbd" that the "Right-wing of the National

Union, along with army and court ffgures, would persuade the King

to suspend [he Constitution and sanction a dictatorship," to prevent

the Center Union from forming a government.
The Rightists could not afioid to risk a democratic election. Well

equipped"with American tanks, trucks, jeepl and machine guns-the
,ritifiiy rnoved into action. In less than 24 hours it foisted rrpon the

country a regime of extreme reaction determined to drown in terror

and biutality the democratic aspirations of the Greek peopl,e,

The new government was formed with Constantine V. Kollias,

procurator of the Greek Supreme Court, as Premier and General Gre-

lorios Spandidakis, chief of the general staff of the army who was in

Ihurg" 6f tnu operations for the seizure of pow_er, as Minister of Na-

tional Defense. But real power rests in the hands of the military

triumverate-Colonel George Papadopoulos, Colonel Nicholas Makare-

zos and Brigadier Stylianos Patakos-men of lon-gxtanding }1ght1*
repute with ilose connections to the Pentagon and- the CIA. AI1 talk

of'a return to the Constitution and democratic elections once order

has been reestablished is so much balderdash. The military iunta is

determined to remain in power unless overthrown by th9 democratic

forces in Greece. That it rvill ,not accept a "democracy of the rabble"

was clearly intimated by colonel George Papadopoulos in -his first

news co.rference when he declared: "We have a patient on the table

and he must be operated upon. That is why we have to pin down his

feet and arms so that he 
ncannot 

move." 
*

Momentarily the feet and arms of the Greek peoPle have been
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pinned down. But it will not be for long. with the major leaders
of the moderate and Left parties, trade-unions, people's organiza-
tions in^jail, the regrouprng of the democratic frori oi struggie may
be painful and prolonged. -But it will take place. Already, X Hurry
Y3ris rEorts from Moscow (The Worker, jun 1I, 1967) there are
tigq th"t patriotic Greeks are beginning to come out of the initial
sh39k of the military blitzlaieg. He repo-rts that leafets by the com-
mittee for Democratic Resistance have- been distributed and that a
bulletin of the Greek Patriotic Front calls for the overthrow of thef1t*, dictato-rship and the formation of a government representative
of all political parties.

- The people of Greece have fought monarchist and fascist reaction
for over three decades. In these battles tens of thousands of the best
sons_ and daughters of Greece have given their lives. Tens of thou-
sands languished in concentratio_n 

"a-pr 
for years on end. yet they

continued their resistance. 
- 
Today, as yesteiday, the overwhelming

majority of the Greek people oppose the military iunta. Their wifi
to freedom will not be suppressed for long.

The people of the united states must not remain silenit. It is our
government, above all, that bears the responsibility for the present
grave situation in Greece. It was with the collusion of washington
that a despotic r-eg1me has been foisted on the Greek popurace and
the people denied the right to decide by democratic mJan-s the char-
acter of their own government. once again, as in vietnam and the
Dominican Republic, the sham and hypocrisy of U.S. support for
"free elections" stands exposed, The twenty-year intewention in the
internal life of another small country has borne its ugly fruit-reac-
tion runs roughshod over the land.

- e]l agmgcracyJwing- people in the United States must speak out
loud and clear-and without delay. Letters and resolutions silould be
sent to the Greek Embassy in washington and to president 

Johnson
calling for the freedom of all political prisoners, for a return to the
constitution and the calling of democratic elections, for the right of
the people to determine thei' own destiny without u.s" interfeience.

HHBBEBT APTHEKEB

I'he Theory 0f Peaceful f,oexistence*

Within the thirty minutes at my disposal, I will attempt two things:
1) an elucidation of the content of the theory of peaceful coexistence;
and 2 ) indication of the continuity of this theory with the entire body
of Marxist thinking from its inception, while also pointing to not
merely continuity but also development, and, therefore, some change.

I. CONTENT

The theory of peaceful coexistence, unanimously agreed to by all
Marxist-Leninist parties in 1960, affirms that it is possible in the pres-
ent period-prior to the total elimination of imperialism-to prevent
a general war, or a worldwide conflagration. It declares that this
possibility exists because there has been a qualitative shift in the re-
Iationship of forces in the world; that in today's world*for the ffrst
time-the anti-imperialist forces have superior weight than the forces
of imperialism, and that this shift is not only already decisive but
that it is a shift which-despite gaps and setbacks-will continue in
the future.

The affirmation of the possibility of the preoention, forever, begin-
ning in the present period, of a general, worldwide conflagration is
new in Marxist history-a point to be developed more fully later in
this paper. It is a new concept befitting what is held to be a new
kind of world; we repeat, the essentially new quality in that world
is the fact-or alleged fact-that the anti-imperialist forces outweigh
the imperialist forces.

The concept holds that these anti-imperialist forces are objectively
so; not all are subjectively anti-imperialist, but all, that in fact and
for any reason and to any degree, are opposed to wars between or
among states, weigh in the scales against the imperialist forces. These
forces and groups include, ffrst and foremost, the socialist bloc of
nations; secondly, the already liberated former colonial peoples;
thirdly, the remaining colonial and nationally-oppressed peoples; the

* This is the text of ,a paper delivered at a symposium conducted by the
National Council of American-Soviet Friendship, held at Hunter College
in New York, on June 11, 1967.
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Communist parties in the non-socialist countries; all other components
of anti-war movements, groups, and organizations in all other non-
socialist countries, including significant components of the petty-bour-
geoisie and of the bourgeoisie.

The theory of peaceful coexistence not only makes signiftcant dis-
tinctions among elements of the bourgeoisie within countries; it also
makes signiftcant distinctions among capitalist nations. In this con-
nection, it affirms that the leading force making for war among
states in the world today is the present government of the United
States. This government proffted most from World War II; it set as

an objective the achievement of hegemony in the world, the shoring
up and restitution of the colonial system, the containment and the
elimination of the sociaUst bloc. It faces not only opposition from that
bloc, and from all who oppose this program; it faces also the fact
of acute intra-imperialist rivalries and differences.

Tho theory of peaceful coexistence emphasizes the signiftcance of
the world-wide anti-colonialist, anti-racist movements. Its emphasis
consists of the following points: these movements are just in ih"rn-
selves and as such demand support from all Marxist-Leninists; those
movements weaken the imperialist system and therefore are part of the
stmggle against the basic source of war-i.e., are themselves signiffcant
components of the struggle for peaceful coexistence.

Especially important is the fact that struggle permeates the con-
cept. The theory does not affirm that avoidance of a general confa-
gration is certain; it does not even affirm that it is probable. It in-
sists, however, that it is possible. To realize this possibility requires
many forms of struggle. It requires a deft and careful and cour-
ageous diplomacy by the socialist states; it requires those states to con-
tinually advance in their military, economic and social eflorts; it ra
quires them to guard and presewe-or, if necessnry, to rebuild-
their own fundamental unity. It requires that the antieolonial and
anti-racist efiorts go forward, Srengthen themselves and deal blow
after blow against the exploiters and oppressors. It requires that all
anti-war forces expand, their efrorts, treasure their unity, exert them-
selves with militancy and persistence, never lose heart, and develop
increasingly mass and ingenious forms of activity.

The concept does rof rest upon any alteration in, the Marxian con-
cept of imperialism; it does not d.erive out of a belief that that systern
has altered its rwture. The concept rests upon the estimate that
imperialism's nature has not altered but that its pouser has alterod
decisively. The concept views, as Marxism always has, tle system of
imperialism as organically war-like; in that sense, Marxism sees the

IDETS Iil OUN flME {9

system as fundamentally anti-human' In tlat selue' also' Manrism

;i}] ah; st*ggle for'peaceful coexistence as an anti-imperialist

r*g-gf", it seeJ&e strugile against imperialist war today as the cl'oss

struggle on the global scene.
gZi"", while ienin saw the struggle for democracy I tfe struggle

foi soAaiism and the struggle for sJJia[sm as the struggle_for democ-

racv. and while Dimitrodi^* .,the struggle for peace [asl a struggle

;;;J fascism" and therefore as he added, "a strugglo for the vic-

tJrv of socialism,"o so now, this theory of peaceful c'oexistence sees

Ifr.i,Lg*f"s foi de*ocracy, against-ieaction, against fascism, and

"s"irrrt 
SL "r 

all inter-rehled itruggles against imperialism and for

;;;lt;*. Imperialism breeds and-needs war; to gPPose such war

ir tfr" speciffo^and dramatic and most vital form of opposing impe-

rialism.
important to the theory's 1i9w oj the qualitatively.new naturo

"f-tfr[ 
p"rt-Worlcl War II world is the revofution in technology and

in weaponry represented by atomic and.thermonuclear energy' The

otir*t^" ofi"r"d years ago by professor John somerville, is held to

be sound:

Henceforth, history will no longer be divided into ancient' medi-

"val 
ard *od"rrr,-{ve shall havE to speak of _the pre-atomic and

atomic periods. There are sound reasdns for this. After a certain

a;;; 5f 
"t "r,g" 

has taken place in man's conditions of life, a new

hir?;;t";i 
"o""f; 

must be mirked. There is no doubt that atomic

*rit p"*itiiiti"r of Iving and dyrng will be so -radically 
altered

bv the new sources of porier that his-society will become far more

;in## r-;;; ih,I;; ;;; i' rrom the Middre Ages'o*

Hence, the theory underlines the enormous-quautatively new-

ootential for destruclion and annihilation in the weaPons revolutions

lstill in their early stages, by the way-and insists that any ignoring

o, *ioi*l*og of itrir ii it."iporrtible-and may be p,rovocative. This

ilu, ,ro, mein that the concJpt calls for or suggests paralysis in the

il"u "f 
these revolutions; it d6es mean that the struggle for Peaceful

*u*irt"r"" has all the greater urgency and consequencel 
-anf'- 

insofar

as these new weapons"carry clestrucuon to unheard of heights and

make class difierJntiation in destruction impossible, they also can

aE_it"on,s speech of May_ 1, 1936,in_his The Uniteit Front: The strug-
ole aoainet Faaeiam tN** to"t<, 1938, International), pp. 184-85. In the

irigiial, the quoted words are in italics' - -"'.';ii'fii rlnuoropiiii iuaoc (New York, 1964, revisetl etlitiom, Libertv
Press), B. 18.
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servo to make the present anti-war movement all the more broad and
effective.

It is worth remarking that this gmphasis upon the especially de-
structive nature of modern war-and t[is as an added ,""ion for vig-
orous struggle against it-is by no means new to the communist move-
ment. Thus, Ercoli-(Togliatti) in his Report on the preparations for
Imperialist war and the Tasks of the communist Interiational, de-
livered August 18, 1g85, said:

we cannot foresee what will take place when the most perfected
means of destruction are brought irito play on a mass ,I""lu. w"
know only thlt tlre next war wft te a gineiar ;r, ;f ;l countries,
a war in which there will be no distincEon between front and rear,
a war of destruction of everything which makes the life of a Lodern
civilized society possible. The nExt war will be a war aeainst the
workers, against women and children; it will be a war oF extermi-
nation.*

In its estimate of the present world upon which was based the
peaceful coexistence concept, the communist movement saw as to-
{ay's central contradiction that between capitalism and socialism, with
the latter represented by the socialist corintries and by the Marxist-
L,eninist parties in the developed capitalist coun,tries of 'Err.ope, 

North
America and Asia (especially Jrp1d. It sau, as the most algraoated.
contradiction, the most intense at the present period-but nor"ile most
basic-that between the- coloniaily oplressed peopre and the masters
of imperialism. It emphasized the dialecticalty iritertwined character
of these two movements and the mutuaily connected character, in the
historic- and- objective sense, of both. In the latter move*"oi i r""-
ognized and hailed the growingly sociarist content it possessed; but
the theory does not relegate to the forces of reaction those elements
in the colonial liberation efiort which have not (yet) reached the
point of socialist consciousness. on the contrary, the theory ffnds
that segments of petty-bourgeois and bourgeois forces particif,ate in
colonial and national liberation *ove*erri, and anti-iacist kofis,
,:-d ah,1a such participation is genuine and con,sequential, even though
often limited.

Tle yuggle component of the theory encompasses political, eco-

"oli"r diplomatic, agitational and intellectual efiorts to aJtively 
"honguconditions, attitudes and groupings within the non-socialist Jnd even

anti-socialist camps. rt stnrygles on all these fronts to olter present rela_

;t".vt1 congress of-the commrumi,st Internationat, abri.d,ged, stmographi.cRaport of the Proceeiling (Moscow, 1989), i. aal,
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tionships, convictions, alliances, prejudices; in doing this, it does not
give up principles but seeks in deeds and in accomplishments to over-
come all obstacles to peaceful coexistence and to reduce, at least,
areas of most inflamed conflict. In this effort, no area is more impor-
tant than the ideological, and here the whole battle against anti-
Communism and for mutual dialogue is vital.

Mention has been made above that there is an economic component
in the concept of peaceful coexistence. Here emphasis is placed upon
what is held to be the superiority of socialism in the economic area-
an absence of cycles, and a pattern of remarkable rates of growth.
The latter depends, of course,.upon peace, and this adds to the in-
tensity of the socialist bloc's commitment to peace. Furthermore,
tho theory of peaceful coexistence emphasizes the attractive potential
in socialism's economic capacities-making possible the overcoming
of the traditional scourges of Mankind-hunger, illiteracy, and foul
living conditions.i

In this whole tactic of breadth and unity, emphasis must be placed
upon differences which do exist in non-socialist and anti-socialist
circles. The approach must be non-exclusionary and anti-dogmatic;
and it must saak out areas not of disagreement but rather of agree-
ment, In this connection, the theory of peaceful coexistence nafur-
ally emphasizes the reality of the dan,ger from the ultra-Right and
the persistence of fascism in the world and the ominous character
of the tlreat of its spread. This also means an active seeking a.fter
allies and a careful distinguishing between all those who-for-what-
ever reasons-ffnd themselves opposed to war-mongers and war-
makers. This does not mean denying real differences; merging with
others; giving up identity; or muting the Marxian analysis and the
goal of socialism. On the contrary, it is held that such tactics follow
from the strategic concept and that both are Marxist-Leninist and,
therefore, are the most effective means of anti-imperialist-i.e., of
revolutionary struggle.* +

* Espeeially helpful on this subject is John and Margrit Pittman's
Peacefwl Co-Enistencet lts Theorg anil Practice in the Soaiet tlruion (New
York, 1964, International).

** It may not be amiss to offer a eouple of examples of this kind of tactics
from Lenin. Thus, in the elections coming as a result of the 1905 Revolu-
tion in Czarist Russia, Lenin in his pamphlet (published in November,
1906), "The,Social Demoerats and Electoral Agreements," held: '.. . . un-
der no ciraumstances can we during our election campaign confine outseilves
baldly and abstractly to counterposing the proletariat to the bourgeois
de.mocrats in general. On the contrary, we must devote our whole etten-
tion to drawing a precise ilistinction between the libenal-monarchist and
the revolutionary-democratic bourgeoisie." In this same pamphlet he
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In 1960 it was unanimously agreed by the Marxist-Leninist parties
that this struggle for the peaceful coexistence of states with diflerent
social systems and the efiort to prevent a recurrence of general war
constituted ttre central obligation of all Communists. It is important to
consider that the Party whose country is daily subjected to ferocious
bombardment by the U.S. government sees this as ifs central duty and
understands tlle resistance of the Vietnamese people to U.S. impe-
rialism as a basic part of the accomplishment of that duty. Thus,
in prolonged conversations held by this writer with members of the
Central Committee of the Party in Hanoi-and especially with Le
Duan, its First Secretary-it was emphasized, as I paraphrased in my
book, Mission to Hanoi (International Publishers, New York, 1966,
p.72):

The Vietnamese take very seriously the unanimous conclusion
reached at the 1957 and 1960 conferences of the Workers' and
Communist Parties of the world. There it u'as agreed that a prime
task was to exert every effort to further the cause of national lib-
eration and simultaneously to prevent world. war. Both were
viewed as two sides of the same anti-imperialist effort. The present
struggle against the U.S. government's policy of aggression in Viet-
nam is held to be exactly that kind of efiort. It is, then, a funda-
mental issue in the central task of our era-the achievement of na-
tional liberation and the prevention of world war-i.e., the imple-
mentation of &e policy of leaceful coexistence.

II. CONTINUITY AND DEVELOPMENT

Marxism is born, of course, in opposiUon to capitalism: the oppo-
sition is based upon the exploitative, dehumanizing, and violent na-
ture of the system opposed. Outstanding among its abominations
is tho modern system of war; central to the Marxian effort to move
from capitalism to socialism is the conviction that the former pro-
duces war and that the latter abhors it and offers the opportunity
for its permanent elimination. In this basic sense, then, one perceives
a direct continuity in the present concept of peaceful coexistence and
the roots of Marxism.

Further, organizationally, from the Inaugural Address in 1864 of

emphasized elso the possibility of splitting off some of the liberal-monarch-
ists from the center to the Left. (Collected, Works, Vol. XI, Moscow, 1962,
pp. 280-81.) Again, six years later, in the elections of 1912, Lenin arguedt'it is permissible to enter into agreements with the liberals against the
Rights. For, despite its half-heartedness, bourgeois monarchist liberalism
is not at all the same as feudal reaction. It would be very bad working-
class polities not to take advantage of this difrerence." Article pubtished
June 10, L912 (Collecte,il Works, XVIII, Moscow, 1963, p. 126).
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the Intemational Workingmen's Association-that is, the First Inter-

national-to the present, frarxists have- considered the struggle against

imperialist warjand for colonial and national liberation-as among

their central commitments. In that Inaugural Address, one reads:

"If the emancipation of the ryorkinq classes requires their fraternd

collcurrence, hdw are they to fulftll ihat great mission with a foreign

;;ii;, in pursuit of criminal designs, playing upon national preiudices'

ffi-iq#d;g in piraticA-*-it the peopJet }Iood and treasure?"

A ffsti must bJ waied, said this Inaugural Address over a century

*".""*J.a such for"eign policy and foi a policy 1|ich seeks^peace-

;,f'";;;;;tior, ,"th"""thin violent destruction' The same Address

"rro 
,*i"J, ..The ffght for such a foreign poli-cy forms part of the gen-

"rJ 
ro"ggt, for thJemancipationof the workilg clarye1"'

Here,then,oneseest*oofthecerrtralideasoftheconeeptof
oeaceful coexistence; i.e., the barbaric nature of impelalist policy

ffi;; i^rrt*"" that opposing that policy was part of thi revolu-

;;;*t efiort for socialismi.^ * ry""y be added, that ahis same Inaugural

org*irrtio" and struggle, to change the policy- o[ capitalist govern-

mlnts and to pr",r"rrifi" o"""'""-"" of particular *"'i thit', too' of

;;;;", is basii to the idea of peaceful-loexistence' Thus' that Ad-

ar*, pr*iri out, ..It was notihe wisdom of the ruling classes but

the heroic resistance to their criminal folly by the working 
.classes 

of

f"ni""a that saved the West o[ Europe from plunging headlon-g into

;il;;;;; o,rroa" for the perpetuation and propagation of slavery

on the other side of the Atlantic"'
The Second International, in the pre-World War I 

-period' 
main-

,"irr"athisrecordofopposiUontoimperialistwar;difierences'of
;;;;, "*ir,"d 

in that fniernational as to the best way in which to

*roil"rtsuchopposition,buttherelerenodifierencesastotheneed
io, opposition. 

'ihrough the late lgth century and early in the 20th,

;;#L;A; of this international registered, in one way or another,

onnosition to imperialist war and called for various actions and meas-

#5, ; efiectuaie such opposition. Noteworthy was- the Stuttgart

C*gtutt (1907) where i^resolution insisted lpon-by Tenin and

nori f,.,r*"*Uurg was adopted. Here it was declared that "wars ate

prrt of tho ver/nature of^ capitalism; Ih"y *]U cease only-when the

caoitalistic economic order iJabolished or when the number of sac-

,tff:;il *"n and money, required by the advance in military tech-

;;, and the indignation pr6voked by armaments drive the peoples

i.'"Uofirf, the ordIr." H6nce, the Resolution continued, Marxists

*",t ao all in their Power to prevent wars and to hasten their termi.

nation should they nevertheless occur'
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the organic warmaking nature of capitalism is stressed_as in

the present theory of peacefulloexistence; 
"id"d, 

too, is ,o eo,pt 
""i,upon armaments and their cost and destructiveness as indueing 

^*id",
opposition to war which rikewise appears, in heightened anJ trans-
formed character, in the present coricipt."

simultaneously, so long as Marx ant Engers rived, both devoted
much of their activi y. !g writing to the "anti-war ;tr;;. Engels
repeatedly insisted, in h]s. Iast yeai (especialy frorn lBBg to 1gg4),
that while revolution *rg-ht rezurt from tn" aJrp"ou* g"o""rt *r,would pqo-du9e, this was'by rro means certain, tliat ttre suEering from
war would also be colossar and that through efior ts at ficing peace
the movement for soeialism could be tremeido"rty 

"a*ir""J.-'Basiq of couxse, to the creation of the Third, or'co-*roisi Interna-
tional, was the lpposition to imperialist war and, the refusal of those
who created and adhered to thit International to permit th*."r.,r",
to be blinded by nationarism so that lhey wourd ign'ore crass rlahties,
bgqoy socialism and rush to the "def6nse" of ;their,, 

nations-i,e.,
of their Kaiser or C.zar or kime Minister, etc.
A{**:.also..pointed to the fact that it was possible thr,ugh effort,

"socialists," said Lenin in his rgr5 pamphlit, sociarism ina wor,
'have- 

-1lw-ays 
condemned wars betwden nations as barbarous andbrutal." He went on, at once, however, to point out that Marxists

differed from paciffsts and'anarchists in that tiey adhered io ti" id",
-of 

just wars, and saw-these as being in particurar wars cond.ucted.
by Sgtoliat]y oppressed peoples andi,yars^waged by opprerrld ,rd
exploited classes. soon aftei the Bolshevik R"evolulionii""i" 

"r"alhe t_erm "peaceful coexistence"** for with the est"bririr*"ni of the
ffrst socialist state the matter of its existing in a world still capitalist
became a practical matter. That State *orr'id ofi", ,"rirtr*";il-
feotive resistance to armed intervention or attac\ but it also would
always seek in every possible way to avoid ,rr"L irtu*urrtior, 

"rdsuch attack and to live in the worid peaceably.
Lenin, in one of his rast letters-to Flench comrades, dated Nov. rb,

1922-called then for 'intensifying and spreading the ,t."ggt" against
imperialist war. It is.worth de-v9ung 

-ori's *hoi'e rife,,' LEiin 
"iaua,,.,o.}" struggle against this kind 'rf *rr.,, O"" *ry i, Trci strt"

* Helpf'ul on this history- is the remarkable vorume by B. p. D'rt, TheInternabionale-(Lawrence &-wishart,-r,q"d"", 1964); important additionardata are in \[. Z. Foster, History oy tne iirr"e i;ir;;;;*";i* -tiit"*"-
tional, New York, 1g5E).

- 
** {9, example, in an interview with Michaer Farbrnan of rt,e Manchester

?trilY, october 27, tsz2; pubtished ii C;,tiuiiii'wr;L;:i*;iir, ,*.
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that it is possible to view Lenin's whole life as exactly such a

struggle.
While pursuing a policy dedicated to preventing-or postporring-

war, the Soviet Union, said Lenin, was not to be expected to make
concessions forever. This word of caution, too, is germane to the
present and to consideration of peaceful coexistence. In his Report
to the 9th All-Russian Congress of Soviets, December 2.9, l92l, Lenin
said:

We experienced such a burden of the imperialist war whieh is
unlikely to have been experienced by u\y other_nation. .-. . We
know, we know only too well, the incredible misfortunes that war
brings to the workdrs and peasants. For this reason our attitude
to t[is question must be cautious and circumspect. _We are ready
to make the utmost concessions and sacrifices in order to preserve
peace for which lve have paid a high price . . . but we are not p,re-
pared to make any kind of concessions or saeriffces or do this for-
ever.

As for those who are thinking of war against us, Lenin concluded,
"let them mark this well." Almost fifty years later-and again after un-
precedented sacriffces, but now inffnitely stronger and in a world
one-third socialist these outlines of policy and these warnings, are

to be taken to heart, are to be "marked well" by those with war in
their plans.

The relationships of the strategy and tactics of peaceful coexist-
ence to the effort at united front and collective security of the 1930's

are clear and plain. Considerable successes were achieved in the
'80's and on that basis, the back of Hitlerism and of fascism could be
and was broken in the next decade.

Still, it is to be noted that the outlook in the 1930's in the world
Communist movement was for the postponement of general war; any
given moment was never hopeless and particular threats and tensions
could be-and were-overcome, but the strategic outlook was the in-
evitability of general war. This may be shown most briefly, perhaps,
by observing the deffnitive expression of the policy in the Report
by Ercoli-already cited-to the VII Congress of the Communist In-
ternational (1985). Ercoli noted that the struggle against war had
met successes-thus, he said, it had "averted the attack on the Soviet
Union" in 1980-31.

But, he went on, "We know that war is an inevitable accompani-
ment of the capitalist system." And, "If the Soviet Union had not
existed, the breathing space between the two cycles of war would
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not have been so long. . . . Every month, every week, which we gain
is of enormous value for humanity." Againr

No one can doubt that the coming war, even if it begins as a
war between two big imperialist powers or as a war of a big power
against a small country, will inevitably tend to develop into and
wil] inevitably become a war against the Soviet Union. Every year
and every month of respite is a guarantee for us that the Soviet
Union will be in a position to better repulse the attack of the im-
perialists.

Finally, towards the end of the Report:

Politically, the war will be a very complicated matter. . . . Today
we are a mighty army ffghting for peace. We cannot foresee and no
one can foresee how long we will be able to continue the struggle
for pea-ce. It may be another year, it may be more, it may be Ior
only a few months. We must be ready at any moment.

After the Second World War there is a gradual tendency to move
in the direction of the present concept of peaceful coexistence. From
the beginning there is a rejection of the frequent assertions from capi-
talist sources of the impending nature of a new general war; and
from the beginning there is an insistence that with eflort such a war
can be averted. But it is not until the 1957 Declaration-conffrmed
and adopted by all Communist parties in 1960-that the idea of the
permanent prevention of a new general war is held to be valid.

Meanwhile, every day's news conffrms that the predatory and atro-
cious character of imperialism has in no way altered-and this, too,
is basic to that concept. I wish to close with three quotations re-
flecting that character and they will come from witnesses whose devo-
tion to capitalism cannot be doubted by any sane person.

Tlvo come from former President Eisenhower-and they are offered
with his own inimitable syntax. One, from an Address to a Joint
Session of Congress, as reported in the Nero York Tirnes, May B,
1953:

If we allow any section of the world that is vital to us because
of what it provides us through trade-the manganese, or uranium,
or_cobalt,or any hing that we need-if we allow any of those areas
either to become so impoverished it cannot produce the things we
need, or if ue allou it io falt into a form of looernment inirnical to
us, that wants to see freedom abolished from the earth, then we
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have sufiered, indeed. It is in such simple facts as these-,Iadies and

gentlemen, that the foreign policy is f6unded and established and

maintained. 
.:

And here is the same man speakin$, again while President of the

United States, and again as rJported in the New York Times-this

time April O 1954r '{V" 
""o 

b6 Americans. We can stand, uP Tq
hold up our heads and say, 'America is the greatest force that God

has evir ailowed to exist on his Footstool.' As such, it is up to us to

lead this world to a peaceful and secure existence."

It may be thoughf that having reached such celestial heights all

else would have tJ be anti-climactic. Yet, I dare follow Eisenhower's

heavenly pronouncement, with this editorial paragraPh_from the foot'

stool's pr6ss, itself. I mean, of coutse, the Neu York Times, in its
issue oi June B, lg67. The Times was displeased at the iust-con-
cluded Picem in Temis conference in Geneva; it thought the consensus

of condemnation of U.S. policy and activity that pervaded that con-

ference did not reflect the "serene objectivity" that Pope John in is-

suing the original Encyclical had urged. In the name then of serene

obielUvity, ia U""i"g evoked the memory of the gentle ]ohn, the

Tlmes went on:

The United States is going through a phase--of history-^that re-
sembles the experien"e oT Gr-eat BrGin, eipecially in the 19th cen-

turv- when thd sun never set on her empfe. Thb contributions of
nritain in the three centuries that began with Queen Elizabeth I
were-and, indeed are-incalculable. Dozens of countries and un-

counted millions of people in Africa, Asia, the Middle East and the
South paciffc owe riucL to-whom? To Great Britain. But grati-
tude was never asked, and it certainly was rarely given.

Words here very nearly fail and perhaps are not-needed'-But to

speak of the reign of Britain from the 16th centu-ry thro3_gh the 19th

i, oo" earning gratitude and as offering a model for U.S. conduct-
and to do this-ii the name of "serene objectivity"-certainly is an al-

most incredible piece of arrogance. It is difficult to say, indeed,

whether the arrolance is excee<ied by the ignorance. or the_chauvin-

ism or the sheer inhumanity of that paragraph. This is the three-

century stretch that covers the African ravishment and slave trade;

the conquest and cruciffxion of India; the attack upon and rap_e of the

New lforld; the slaughters in Ireland; in Persia; in the Mid-East;

the enclosure acts and poverty acts in England; the raw and unre-

Iieved capitalism of thi 19th centurl; the interminable wars and
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paciffcation ca-mpaigns of hitain for three hundred yearst And to
fjgk $so on the picayune, the one thing Britaio', *iirrg classes in-
sisted upon tluoughout this- unsurparsed- history of cru6lty and. ra-
p"ity, waL the expression of "gratitude"; those who did nbt expressit or manifest it were suspect, indeed.

T-hat.Times qalaqaph-struck ofi in a moment of abandon, appar-
ently-in its polished prose and Eisenhower's remarks with itJ6ar-
racks grammar, faithfully refect the morals, aspirations and policies
of that im_p91ali1m which has indeed replaced breat Britain is gen-
darme and blood-sucker of the "free *oild.',

s-till, despite the nostalgic visions of the Times, we must in,form it,
and those for whom it labors, that we are in the 20trr century and
that the 2lst looms on the horizon. Mankind has endured 

"tt 
ttu

gratitude-earning delights of British imperialism; and outlasted it.
It .rvill outlast the futile attempt of American imperialism to turn backdp" lmperialism can now be chained; and in the process of being
chained Mankind canbe spared the horror of a Third-world war and
can aclieve the stage of universal national liberation. Both achieve-
ments-will- 

""trlfl the-death of imperialism and the coming into its
own, for the globe, of the Age of Socialism.

Mq"ly, Lovestone and Dubinsky and their like should be ex-
posed- for their service to American imperialism. g"t 

", th"
record of many years shows, there are leaders even at ton i"uetr-
not to mention a much wider base closer to the rank and f;le, who
represent substantial sections of the labor movement and who
cannot be classed with Meanv's group. They need to feel both a
more active support and a greiter -pressuie 

from peace forces
inside and outside the unionl. The Teehng that "libor is reac-
tionary" can-be dispelled by examining thi difierences in labor
by seeing 

.rvlro in libor -is ior peuc", i"ho i" -g"t".; tt;-;il ;
Iabor wants international unitylgainst the monopolies and who
wants unity with them; who in libor is ffghtine'for civil rishts
and.udo is covering up discrimination; #fro ifi t"Uo, p^rr-tip
service to a war on poveity and who actively presses that itriggle^.

George Morris, CIA and American Labor, p. 134_5.

Iliscussion 0n Bluck Power

Integration or Separation?
Roscoe Proctor's "Notes on

'Black Power' Concept" (Poli,ti,cal
Affai,rs, March, 1967) were based
on a report he delivered at a
Northern California conference
earlier this year.

The report, presented and ac-
cepted as a basis for discussion
rather than as a finished state-
ment of policy, was greeted with
great enthusiasm. It is important
to understand the reasons for the
enthusiasm, especially the two
most relevant reasons:

1. The report was seen as a
bold, original and creative effort
to assess new currents (new in
either kind or degree) in the Ne-
gro freedom movement.

2. The report was seen as an
unequivocal identification with the
most militant, most radical sec-
tors of the movement-offering
its criticisms of these sectors
within the framework of such
identification.

The conference was distin-
guished by a healthy sense of ex-
citement because the participants
felt the report invited a signifi-
cant discussion of relevant prob-
Iems. I planned to explore criti-
cally two areas opened up by Proc-
tor after his "Notes" appeared in
Poli,ti,cal Affoirs. I was almost
dissuaded by James E. Jackson's
article (Poli,ti,cal Affai,rs, May) on
Proctor's notes. There was such
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a note of finality in Jaekson's
judgments: questions posed by
Proctor "have been satisfactorily
resolved, and a rehashing of them
casts no light on the current or
future needs of the movement." It
is questions that Proctor did not
pose that have "high theoretical
interest and . . . urgent practical
importance."

Reconsidering the matter I still
feel that some value will be served
by "rehashing" two propositions
presented by Proctor:

1. The thesis of "oscillation',
between "the tendencies toward
the status of separate nationhood,
and of integration into the insti-
tutions of the United States."

2. The relationship between
what some authority quoted by
Proctor calls "the civil rights coal-
ition and the Negro revolution."

The "oscillation" thesis was bor-
rowed whole from an article (Po-
li,ti,cal Affai,rs, April, 1959) by the
late William Z. Foster and Benja-
min J. Davis. According to this
thesis, the "oseillation" took the
form of successive waves, corre-
sponding to general periods of
democratic upsurge or reaction.
In periods of demoeratic upsurge
the Negro people oscillated toward
integration. In periods of reaction,
toward "separate nationhood."

Bringing this thesis up to the
present, Proctor argues that dur-
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ing the democratic upsurge of the
New Deal era and the war against
fascism the oscillation was toward
integration, but now the oscillator
has turned in the opposite direc-
tion and the next decade will see

an ascendant wave of "black na-
tionalism."

The "oscillation" thesis as bor-
rowed and elaborated by Proctor
is schematic and mechanical. Its
historical schematicism is illus-
trated in the following. After
dealing with the integrationist
wave during the Civil W'ar and
Reeonstruction, Proctor goes on:

This experience with integration
came to a sudden end with the
Hayes-Tilden presidential campaign
compromise of 1876. The organized
terror of the KKK, widespread Ne-
gro lynchings and other oppressive
features of the "Jim-Crow" system
following the defeat of Reconstruc-
tion led many Negroes to flee to the
North and to develo,p their sharpest
tendencies of independent Negro na-
tionalism under the ,leadership of
Marcus Garvey and the Universal
Negro Improvement Association.

Then he picks up with "the New
Deal of the 1930's." Obviously,
there is a hazard. in trying to
compress more than a half century
of Negro history (from Recon-
struction to the New Deal) in
one short paragraph. Recognizing
this hazard, however, still the only
symbol that emerges out of the
Negro experience between 1876
and the 1930's is Marcus Garvey!
Where is W. E. B. Du Bois? I do
not ask the question in the spirit
of ritualistic obeisanee, which too
often governs the use of names. I
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ask it for its historical relevance.
Where is the Niag:ara Movement,
the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People,
and much more that is at least as
valid a part of the historical pe-

riod covered as Garvey's nation-
alism?

The omission underscores the
vice of the "oscillation" thesis as
presented. There is "oscillation"
all right, but it is not registered
in successive waves of integra-
tion and nationalism; it is eu'
pressed in the contrad,i.ctorg coer-
i,stence of these opposi,te pulls. If
it were as schematic as placed then
all you would need is some po-
Iitical barometer to tell you: For
the past couple of decades we rode
the integrationist wave, for the
next decade we will ricle the na-
tionalist wave, but keep a sharp
lookout so that we do not miss
the integrationist wave when it
rolls around again.

It is not like that. The contra-
dictory, dialectical "oscillation"
goes on all the time, and it arises
out of the realities of Negro ex-
istence. For the Negro working
class (as Proctor notes) the eeo-

nomic struggle for existence is in
a basic sense a struggle for inte-
gration. Simultaneously, the ghet-
to-with its distinet institutions,
its cultural and social life, its
shared experience, both hstorical
and eontemporary, its confronta-
tion with discrimination and oP-
pression * nourishes and rein-
forces the sense of national iden-
tity and community. The same Ne-
gro worker may be a member of
the executive boarcl of the San
Francisco longshoremen's local
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(an integratetlbody) and a deacon
of a Negro church (a separate'

"national" institution).
Having said this, having under-

scored the imPortance of recog-
nizing it, more needs to be said.

First, granting this "oscillation"
is a constant factor, rather than a
succession of gyrations, what is
the historical perspective? Are the
Negro people destined to be sus-
pended eternally between these
two pulls, or will one Prevail over
the other? Our PartY has an-
swered this question. Histo'rically,
the integrationist Pull will Pre-
vail; integration is the goal. Inci-
dentally, it is necessarY to draw
the distinction between assimila-
tion and integration (which Proc-
tor tends to blur). Integration is
altogether possible with the re-
tention of national identitY and
a pride in it; assimilation, on the
other hand, denotes obliteration
of such iilentitY.

Seeoncl, the oPPosite Pulls are
not static, either in their inter-
relation or their relative strength.
Although I disagree with the sche-

matic presentation of successive

waves, it is clear (to me at least)
that both in Practical experience
and theoretical conception the
relative strength of the contradic-
tory pulls does change; it is essen-

tial to view them in their concrete
manifestation, in their changing
relationship.

From a practical viewPoint, sueh

an approaeh preclutles the implied
successive "oscillations" in Party
policy,. but allows for a viable
political relationshiP with the
ever-present contradictory tugs on
the basis of constant examination
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of their specific forms and ex'
pressions and roles at various
stages of the Negro freedom
struggle.

This sort of examination, bY

its very nature, cannot be resolved
once anal for all. Our conclusion
that historically the main drive
is toward integration, that this
is the historical goal of the Ne-
gro freedo,m movement cannot' of
courge, remove the neetl for the
constant, specific examination of
new manifestations of national-
ism, the reasons for them, their
role in the concrete context that
gives birth to them. It certainlY
does not follow from our funda-
mental conclusion as to historical
direction that at everY juncture
everything that aPPears in the
guise of "integrationism" is goocl,

and everything that appears in the
guise of "nationalism" is bad.

One merit of Proctor's discus-
sion paper is that it attemPts a
concrete examination of new
moods and movements of a goner-

ally nationalist hue in the Negro
community, and is therefore a

challenge to all of us to enter into
sueh an examination, and to do

the essential Marxist thing of
testing theoretical Premises and
conclusions in the practice of ever-
changing realitY.

**t
f turn now to the second area

of exploration-the relationshiP
between "the civil rights coalition
and the Negro revolution."

It woultl have been helPful if
Proctor had offered a Political
description of what he means bY

"the Negro revolution." In the
absence of such a descriPtion it
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is not possible to discuss the con-
ception as such. Generally, I would
suggest that the term ,,revolution,,
be used with as much precision as
possible, in which case it would
also be used more sparingly.

Actuallg what I propose to dis-
cuss then, is the relationship be-
tween "the civil rights coalition,'
and the more radical moods, cur-
rents and movements that have
arisen in the Negro community
and have, in the main, rallied to
the standard of .,Black power,,,
which does not (as proctor notes)
represent a clearly defined politi
cal platform and program.

What has transpired, it seems to
me, is a virtually classical devel-
opment in movements for radical
reforms that have revolutionary
implications,

'What took shape was a broad
"civil rights coalition,,, which was
united by the goals that are in-
herent in the term .,civil rights,,;
that is, the attainment of legal,
citizenship rights. In the course
of the struggle, as some objeetives
were achievecl, other objectives
came to the fore. In this process
the differentiation between the
more moderate and more radical
elements within the broad alliance
become more distinct. The differ-
entiation was hastened because the
new objeetives related to the total
econornie condition of the Negro
people, and therefore intruded into
the economic base of society,
rather than just into its legal-
political superstructure. Objec-
tives that seek materially to alter
the Negro's economic status, both
in terms of work opportunity and
the physical-social conditions of
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Iife in the ghetto, are, by their
nature, more radical, and involve
a more radical eonfrontation with
the economic power that governs
American societg that is with mo-
nopoly.

The objective radicalization of
the struggle inevitably produces
a differentiation within the coali-
tion that prosecuted it in its Iess
radical stages. This is certainly
confirmed by the experiences of all
colonial Iiberation movements. A
fairly broad inter-class unity is
attained in the struggle for legal
independence. The alliance of
classes becomes more strained,
however, when the revolution at-
tempts radical economie changes,
which affect in different ways the
economic interests of different
classes.

ft seems to me, therefore, that
we cannot have a static view of
inter-class relationships within
the Negro community, or of the
relation between the Negro free-
dom movement and various strata
in the white sector of American
society.

Surely, the more radical de-
mands that objectively emerge
from the Negro freedom move-
ment, and their articulation, al-
beit impreeisely in programmatic
and strategic terms, by militant
sectors of the movement must
affect the relationship of white
middle class Iiberals to the strug-
gle (and, by extension, of those
rvho are guided by white middle
class ideology). Just as surely
the radicalization of the stmggle
must affiect the relationship of the
Negro bourgeoisie to it.

I beileve Proctor renders a ser-
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vice by attempting a concrete ex-
amination of changing inter-class
relationships in the struggle, and
thereby challenging all of us to
join in this necessary labor.

Since the relationships are so
Iargely determined by the level of
the struggle, imprecision in defin-
ing the Ievel of the struggle will,
of necessity, distort the actual
class relationships. Proetor, it
seems to rn€, is imprecise
in this respect. For instance,
he overstates the attainment
of "civil rights." True, there
has been legislation and offi-
cial statements of policy giving
formal recognition to the "civil
rights" of Negroes. But this is
far different from giving them
practical effect in reality. The
right to vote, for example, al-
though this right is formally
granted now, is still an issue for
very real struggle. This bears on
what role the Negro middle class
can still play in the freeilom move-
ment.

re

The placement of "the civil
rights movement" and "the Negro
revolution" as two distinct enti-
ties that somehow exist side by
side tends to obscure the histori-
cal process whereby what is loosely
called "the Negro revolution"
grew out of "the civil rights move-
ments." I think it is very impor-
tant-ideologically and tactically

-to comprehend and appreciate
the historical development be-
cause it underscores the vital fact
that the present phase of the
struggle is an extension and con-
tinuation of a fundamentally dem-
ocratic movement, that the present
phase seeks to give practical ef-
fect and substance to what was
formally won, and to deepen and
expand the democratic achieve-
ment by coming to grips with the
economic foundation upon which
the ideological and political super-
structure of ehauvinism, discrimi-
nation and double oppression arose
in violation of even the formal
promises of bourgeois democracy.

The unity of Negro and white workers in the labor movement
d a firm alliance between labor and t}e Neoro freedo"n mnve-and a ffrm alliance labor and the Negro freedom move-

s in our country. This is equallv trueme_n,t are-the keys to progress in our country. is equally true
in both the North and South. Without this unity, laboican"make
no. substantial gains organizationally, economicblly or politically.
Without such unitv" the Nesro fieedom movement.-is feralivWithout such unrty,

zarJflonally, economrcaily or poliucally.
Negro freedom movement is fatally

handicapped in the ffght to pirt a permanent end to the systerir

Resolution on Labor and Trade Union Problems
18th National Convention, CPUSA.

of jim crow.
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fommunists in Asia

This bookx is a collection of he would have seen, in the ar-
articles on the Communist and ticles following his, very clear il-
Workers' parties of Asia in the ]ustrations of the "creative ap-
post-World War II period. The plieation of Marxism-Leninism"
artieles vary a good deal in qual- to the specific social and histori-
ity. Among the best are Leo E. cal conditions of each country of
Rose's study of the Communist Asia described.
Party of Nepal, which will filI in Scalapino uses the term "elitist"
a blank space on the map for to refer to the leadership and
many readersl Frances L. Star- cadres of the Asian Communist
ner's "Communism in Malaysia" parties. A non-Communist (as
sheds some interesting indirect opposed to an anti-Communist)
light on the growing revolt in might well ask: why is it that of
southern Thailand; Bernard Fall the tiny fraction of the population
has an article on the Pathet Lao; of most Asian countries allowed
Hans Baerwald covers the grorvth to receive an edueation, to see the
and temporary suppression of West, and to choose between the
the Communist Party of Japan alternatives the modern world
in a rather fair way. offers, such a very high percen-

On the whole, the book is a tage became Marxist-Leninists
failure. Its subject is, literally, and devoted the rest of their lives
too vast and too complicated to be to awakening the ordinary people
placed in nice, neat, political- of their couutries? Why is it that
sciency categories. Ceylon and these people are fighting to end
Malaysia are both in Asia. Aside the "elitism" that feudalism and
from that, what do they have in imperialism both have maintained
comrnon? Professor Scalapino by force in the countries of Asia?
struggles in vain with this prob- Scalapino cannot consider ques-

lem in his lead article, "Commu- tions like this beeause his anti-
nism In Asia: Toward a Compar- Communism excludes them.
ative Analysis." The mental blind- Among the most difficult prob-
ers anti-Communist experts wear lems faced by Communists in
prevented him from using the 1960 Asia are the ones related to over-
Moscow Declaration; otherwise coming clan, tribal, ethnic, relig-

ious and regional loyalties, based
in part on isolation and socio-
eeonomic stagnation, in part on
artificial divisions created by the

* Robert A. Scalapino, Editor,
The Commanist Reaolutiom In Asia,
Prentice-H'a11, Englewood Cliffs,
New Jersey, $10.60.
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imperialists. The tremendous
achievements of Asian Commu-
nists in actually forging national
uuity in the process of creating
a patty, while at the same time
fighting feudalism and imPerial-
ism, escape ScalaPino's attention.
He categorizes the Communist
parties of Asia as "regionalist."
Scalapino ought to be called on

this, perhaps by forcing him to
organize an anti,'Communist PartY
in Burma or Nepal.

One of the very sPecial tech-
niques used by anti-Communist
"experts" is to cull all party lit-
erature, speeches, radio broad-
casts, etc., for examples of Protr-
lems, criticisms, and discussions
of mistakes, to assemble them all
together in an article, and to Pre-
sent them as evidence of "growing
popular unrest," "resistance to
Communist enslavement," and so

on, dd nauseaul. This, in turn, is
used as a basis of policy and ex-
plains some of the surprises of
the century (Soviet resistance in
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1941, the Bay of Pigs, etc.). Peo-
ple, after all, can be taken in by
their own propaganda.

An example of this is John C.

Donnell's article on the Democratic
Republic of Vietnam. An unstated
assumption throughout the article
is that "Hanoi" is dominated by
"Peking," but in eoncluding, Don-
nell seems unsllre: it is clear
that even his own evidence does
not support him. Soi "Hanoi" is
controiled by "Peking"-11s, "l\f[sg-
cow,"-no, the ttViet Congr"

-no, it's independent-no, rye,
no, whole wheat. . . . If this is an
example of the basis for Arnerica's
policy in Vietnam (Donnell is a
member of the USAF-CIA's
RAND Corporation), it explains a
Iot of things.

Articles such as these also have
to somehow explain (away) the
steady, continuing growth in size
and strength of the Asian Com-
munist parties, and there ate
grudging admissions of this fact
in all the articles in this book.

REPORT TO OUR READERS

We forgot to mention last month that AW in Miami sent us
$100. Since then $45 more has come in. Thanks.

AIB sent us another $50 in "mernory of Mike Gold." A reader
in Minnesota held a small party for PA and sent us $22.50.

To-date we have received $1100 in cash and another $150 in
subscriptions-for a total of $1250-leaving $3750 still to go.

If every reader will help to raise ffve or ten dollars-and get
one new subscription-we will have it made.

Let us hear from you.
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by Jcmes E. Jcrckson

Th-e_Neg_ro_people's struggle for freedom in the period 1g5Z-
1965_and the impact of t-his struggle on all oth6r forces for
social progress.

148 pcses - Cloth $1.25

THE VIETNAMESE NATION: CONTRIBUTION TO A IIISTORY
by Jecn Chesnecmx

This popular-history, from the 3rd centurv B.C. to the Geneva
Agreement of-1954, discusses the roots of ihe struggle for inde-
pendence and the strength of the National Libe'ration Front.
The be_ginning of the American aggression is described in the
concluding chapter.

232 pases - Cloth $3.95
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